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Abstract 

This thesis is an investigation of the relation between Tits's magic square of 

Lie algebras and certain Lie algebras of 3x3 and 6x6 matrices with entries 

in alternative algebras. We show that when the columns of the magic square 

are labelled by the real division algebras and the rows bY their split versions,, 

then the rows can be interpreted as analogues of the matrix Lie algebras 5U(3), 

M(3) and sp(6) defined for each division algebra. We also define another magic 

square based on 2x2 and 4x4 matrices and prove that it consists of various 

orthogonal or (in the split case) pseudo- orthogonal Lie algebras. We then show 

that the exceptional Lie algebras can consequently be expressed in terms of 

3x3 and 6x6 matrices with octonionic entries. We then explore the application 

of these representations to a problem from classical invariant theory, namely 

the problem of an explicit statement of Casimir identities for the exceptional 

Lie algebras. Invariant tensors are found for the exceptional Lie algebra G2 

and an indication is made as to how this may be followed through into higher 

rank exceptional Lie algebras. 
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Introduction 

Classical investigations of semi-simple Lie groups and Lie algebras depend 

mainly on the particularly simple matrix description that can be given for 

the classical Lie algebras. This creates a distinction between the classical Lie 

algebras and the exceptional ones which, although unified through common 
features of their underlying structures (found by examination of their root 

systems), can create a problem when attempting to extend results from the 

classical Lie algebras to the exceptional ones. This problem has been high- 

lighted in several recent pieces of work (e. g. [17,25,26]). 

This thesis is motivated by the desire to extend the matrix description of 

the classical Lie algebras to the exceptional Lie algebras and to show how these 

descriptions may enable certain results (such as those of Capelli and Casimir) 

to be calculated in a unifiable way for the exceptional Lie algebras. 

To achieve this aim we draw on work first begun by Tits and Freudenthal 

[38,13] between 1955 and 1958 and expanded upon by Ramond in 1976 in 

unpublished work [32]. Tits and Freudenthal proposed that the vector space 

construction 

(1) M (J, KI) - Der J -ý (J' (2) ýVj) + Der K, 

(where J is a Jordan algebra, K, is an alternative algebra and A' is the al- 

gebra A with its centre factored out) would yield a table of related algebras. 

Furthermore if J is taken to be a Jordan algebra of 3x3 hermitian matrices. 

H3(K2), with entries from another alternative algebra the resulting algebra 
(written L3(Ki I 

K2)) will be a Lie algebra for any pair of alternative algebras 
Ki, K2 - 

If K, and K2 are both taken to be division algebras (as classified hY 

Hiirwitz) then the resulting 'magic square' will be a4x4t, able of compact 
6 
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Lie algebras which has the remarkable ('magic') properties of not only being 

symmetric but also containing the compact real forms of four of the five ex- 

ceptional algebras, namely F4, E6, E7 and E8. By adding an initial row where 

J is taken to be the Jordan algebra of real numbers, the compact real form of 

the fifth exceptional Lie algebra, G2 can also be included. 

We show that if the division algebra K2 is replaced by its split form, the 

composition algebra K2 ,a non-compact magic square of Lie algebras is ob- 

tained. This square is non-symmetric, but contains non-compact real forms of 

F4, E6, E7 and E8- We then show that the first three rows of the non-compact 

magic square can be described as 3x3 and 6x6 matrices over the octonions, 

i. e. the rows can be labelled as 

(2) 

L3(K, R) = sa(3, K) 

L3(K, =s 1(3, K) 

L3(K, H) = sp (6, K). 

To be precise, we define for each alternative algebra K, a Lie algebra -! 5a(3, K), 

such that sa(3, C) = su(3) and sa(3,0) is the compact real form of F4; a Lie 

algebra M(3, K) equal to M(3, C) for K=C and a non-compact real form of 

E6 for K= CD; and a Lie algebra sp(6, K) such that -sp(6, 
C) is the set of 6x6 

complex matrices X satisfying XtJ - -JX, (where J is an antisymmetric 

real 6x6 matrix and Xt denotes the hermitian conjugate of X), and such 

that sp(6,0) is a non-compact real form of E7- 

Since the algebra of nxn matrices over 0 is a Jordan algebra not only 

for n=3 but also for n-2 we also consider the magic square obtained by 

taking the Jordan algebra in a slightly adjusted form of the Tits construction 

to be H2(K). We show that if K2 is again taken to be its split form then the 

definitions for the non-compact 3x3 magic square can be modified to give 

the algebras sa(2, K), 
. 91(2, K) andsp(4, K). We also show that the Lie algebra 

L2(KI, K2) is isomorphic to the pseudo- orthogonal Lie algebra -90 
(VI + 21 V21 ýI 1, "2 2 

where dim K, -- v, and dim K2 = 1,2 
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Finding the Casimir and Capelli elements are two methods of establish- 

ing the generators of the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 

algebra. They are also important in mathematical physics where Casimir ele- 

ments appear as conserved quantities (or at least as being related to these 

quantites) in symmetry theories. This is because Casimir elements commute 

with all generators of an algbra. 
For both the Capelli and Casimir elements the results are well estab- 

lished [22,25,26,27] for the classical Lie algebras but remain more elu- 

sive [23,22] in the case of the exceptional algebras. We will begin to show how 

considering the exceptional Lie algebras as matrices with octonionic entries 

may enable such work to be continued to the exceptional Lie algebras. 

In particular we show how considering the exceptional Lie algebra G2 to be 

the algebra consisting of derivations of the octonions, Der 0, enables results 

on the sixth order Casimir for G2 to be calculated easily, showing that it is 

primitive and giving relations between d-tensors which demonstrate the nature 

of the centre of the universal enveloping algebra. Finally we survey a series 

of techniques that may enable the Casimir elements of the exceptional Lie 

algebras to be found in a unified way. 

Organisation of thesis 

The organisation of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter I we establish 

notation and recall the definitions of the various kinds of algebra with which 

we will be concerned. We also introduce in some detail the representation of 

the exceptional Lie algebra G2 used throughout this thesis, and give a basis 

for this in terms of elements of ýio(7). 

In Chapter 2 we give Tits's definition of the Lie algebras L3 (Kj, K2) and 

state the main properties of the magic square; we also give the definition and 

properties of the 2x2 magic square L2(KI, K2). We give a review of work 

completed by other authors [29,331 on the symmetry properties of the magic 

square and then shmN, a new vector space construction which makes apparent 
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the underlying symmetry by means of introducing a new algebra, known as 

the triality algebra. This result is then extended to the case of the 2x2 magic 

square. 

Chapter 3 contains proofs of the properties of the 2x2 magic square which 

were stated in Chapter 2, whilst Chapter 4 contains the proofs of the corres- 

ponding properties of the 3x3 magic square. This chapter also addresses a 

notational issue that arises when comparing our notation with that of Hel- 

gason [16] and other authors. 

In Chapter 5 we introduce the concept of invariance and the Casimir ele- 

ments and Capelli Identities. We explain the notion of a d-tensor and remark 

that Casimir elements have a one-one correspondance with such tensors. In- 

variant tensors are found for the representation of G2 introduced in Chapter 1. 

Various results about these tensors are proven. 

Finally in Chapter 6 we start to give an indication as to how such concepts 

may be extended to the other exceptional Lie algebras and an idea of the 

methods and techniques that may be required. 



CHAPTER I 

Algebraic Background 

In this Chapter we review the algebraic background to the magic square. We 

begin by introducing composition and division algebras and then go on to ex- 

plain the notion of hypercomplex numbers, and their derivation from complex 

numbers via the Cayley-Dickson process. We also show how split forms of 

hypercomplex numbers arise from the same process. 
We then explain the concept of a Lie algebra and in particular the notation 

used for such algebras throughout this thesis. We define a Jordan algebra and 

give some particular examples which are of interest. 

We derive a representation of the exceptional Lie. algebra G2 in terms of 

generators of so(7) and give a detailed description of this representation. 

Finally we define a Clifford algebra and make explicit a particular relation 

between the Jordan algebra of conformal maps and the related Clifford algebra. 

1. Composition and Division algebras 

An algebra K (over R) with identity, IL, which has a non-degenerate qua- 

dratic form, denoted by x ý--+ lxl', satisfying 

(3) 2 
xy I= IX12 IY12 

x, y E K7 

is known as a composffion algebra. Consider R to be embedded in K as the 

set of scalar multiples of the identity element, and denote by K the subspace 

of K orthogonal to R. It can then be shown [20] that K= R+W (where 

the symbol + is used to denote the direct sum of vector spaces) and the 

conjugation which fixes each element of R and multiplies every element of R 

by -1, denoted x ý-4 T, satisfies 

(4) XY :::::::: yX 

10 
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and 

xy = 
IX12. 

11 

The notation [x, y, z] will be used for the function that measures lack of asso- 

ciativity, known as the associator, which is defined to be 

(6) IXIYIZI 
- (xy)z - X(yz). 

Any composition algebra K satisfies the alternative law, i. e. the associator 
is an alternating function of x, y and z for all x, y, zEK. If IX12 is positive 
definite then K is a division algebra, i. e. a divZsion algebra is defined as an 

algebra in which 

xy =0 =ý, x=0 or y= 

namely an algebra in which there are no zero divisors. A composition algebra 

which is not a division algebra is called a split algebra. 

2. Hypercomplex Numbers 

Hypercomplex numbers have been known since the mid nineteenth cen- 

tury, when Hamilton discovered the quaternions, denoted H, around 1843 and 

Cayley the octonions, denoted 0, in 1845. They can be derived, along with 

the complex numbers, from the real numbers by means of the Cayley-Dickson 

process. 

2.1. The Cayley-Dickson Process. Start by considering a pair of num- 

bers (a, b) E K. Note that if K=R this is equivalent to (a, b) F-ý a+ Zb. Then 

define the multiplication 

(a, b) (c, d) - (ac + cebi, dd + cb) , 

where a is some real constant. Call this algebra C2. Taking a, b, c, dER and 

oz = -I gives the complex numbers, C, with the usual multiplication 

b) (c, d) = (ac - bd, ad + cb) 
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which can be written as 

(a + Zb) (c + id) = (ac - bd) +Z (ad + cb) 

12 

in the more commonly used notation. Thus C can be written as C=R+ ZR- 
If a is taken to be -1 instead of +1 the split form of the complex numbers, 

`2 
written C, are obtained. Here the basis of the algebra C is 11, Zj where i 

Now take pair of numbers to be a, bG C2 giving the multiplication 

(a, b) (c, d) = (ac + Obd) Cid + cb) 

Putting a -- (a,, a2) 
,b -- (bi, b2) 

iC= 
(CI 

i C2) 5 CI = (dI) d2) with aj, bi, ci, di ER 

such that a, b, c, d multiply as in equation (7), the equation 

(a, b) (c, d) = (e, f) 

where 

e= (aic, + cea2C2+ obid, - ozobA, aIC2+ cia2- Odib2+ Obid2) 

and 

(ald, - ozd2a2+ ýcjbj + aýb2C2, aid2- dia2+ ocib2+ ObIC2) 

defines the multiplication in a further, four dimensional algebra, where 0 is 

again taken to be some real constant. Let the algebra generated by this mul- 

tiplication be labelled C'. Let the basis of this algebra be ICO, el, C27 e3j, then 

the multiplication of C' can be written as the table 

eo ei 
ý 

e2 
ý 

eo eo ei e2 e3 

ei ei aeo e3 cee2 
e2 P- 2 -C3 Oeo -Oel 
e3 

ý 
C-3 -Oie2 oel -aoe-0 

Taking o, =0 -I (i. e. C4 = C2 ) and considering H=C+ JC, i. e. 

R+ Z'R + JR + zj'R, then H is the set of quaternzons. Relabelling zj' -- A- 
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gives the more usual definition of the four dimensional algebra of quaternions. 

with addition defined by 

(ti + x, 2 + ylj + zik)+ (t2 + X2Z + Y23 + Z2k) = 
(tl + t2) + (14 + 

-12)Z 
+ (Yl + Y2)j' + (ZI + Z2)k 

and multiplication of the base elements defined by 

2 
-j2 k2 

ij=k=-ji 

(8) jk=i=-kj 

ki =j = -i'k. 

This multiplication can be demonstrated pictorially with the following useful 
diagram, where multiplication in the direction of the arrows gives a positive 

i 

k 

coefficient. 

i 

FIGURE 1. Mnemonic for quaternionic multiplication. 

LEMMA 1- The three algebras obtained by taking a=0=1, a=1, 

0= -1 and a= -1,0 =I in the Cayley-Dickson process are all isomorphic. 

PROOF. Label the three algebras as follows: 

H, is the algebra obtained bY taking a 

H2 is the algebra obtained by taking a=1,3 

H3 is the algebra, obtained by taking a= -1.3 
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Let fi, have units 'zi., ji and ki 
. Then the multiplication of each of the three 

algebras are given by 

ki 
ki 

ZI ji ki 

fff2 1 1 
1-2 

1 ý2 

12 -1 Z2 -k2 
k2 

-Z2 
32 

Z2 
k2 

12 

From these tables it is clear that ft, Cý- ft2 fff 
3- El 

These are the three split form of the quaternions, H. Throughout this 

thesis we will take the split algebra, iff' to be the algebra defined as H3 above. 
Thus FE has a complex subalgebra spanned by f 1,4 and consider fff to have a 
basis defined by f 1, Z, j, k I. Note that all other values of a and 0 give algebras 
isomorphic to either H or ft by normalising the squares of the units to give 

-4-1. 

A further application of the Cayley-Dickson process, introducing a third 

real constant 7, gives an eight dimensional Cayley-Dickson algebra, C8. MUI_ 

tiplication in C8 can be seen most clearly by considering the following table, 

where the basis elements of C' are denoted by ej, where i -- 01- *1 71 

eo el e2 e3 e- 4 e5 e6 e7_1 

C, 0 CO el e2 6-3 e4 e5 e- 6 C7 

el el aeo e3 ae2 e5 ae4 -e7 -ae6 
e2 e2 -e3 060 -ýej e6 e7 *4 Oe5 

e3 e3 -Cee2 Oel ceoeo e- 7 ae6 - OC5 -aOe4 

e4 (4 -e5 - e- 6 - e- 7 -yeo --ye, - "Y e2 -ýYe3 
e5 C5 -aC4 -e7 Ole6 7yel OZ C- 0 -ye3 -MC2 

e- 7 ('4 4e5 7e-2 -'Ye-3 -ýýYe-o CI 

ae6 C5 1 0 Oe4 ýye3 - 71 (-1 C2 713 e- 1 0ý3711 CO 

ITE3 , 
ý3 

33 1 ý3 

Z3 - 
k3 

-J3 

3 -ý3 -ý3 

k3 3 ý3 
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If the three Cayley-Dickson constants are taken to be -1 the algebra ob- 

tained is called the octonions and written 0. The octonions are added in the 

same style as the quaternions, i. e. if a= ajej and b= bjej are octonions. 

a+b= (ai + bi)ei 

(using the Eistein summation convention). The basis elements of 0 are written 

as either f 1, i, 1, k, 1, il, J1, k1j or f 1ý e-li e27 e31 e41 e5) e6, e7j, with multiplication 

of the basis elements now defined as 

(9) 2 
ei = _I Ii= 11 17 

eiej - -6ty' 
V)ijkek 

whereOij k is completely antisymmetric, non zero and equal to I for 

(10) ij'k = (123), (246), (435), (367)) (651), (572), (714). 

Again the multiplication for the imaginary octonionic units can be expressed 

diagramatically using Figure 2. In this diagram positive multiplication follows 

ji K 
ii 

FIGURE 2. Mnemonic for Octonionic Multiplication 

the direction of the arrows and every straight line can be thought of as a 

circle. Elements lying on a straight line form what is often referred to as a 

quaternionic triple, i. e. they are a basis for a quaternionic subalgebra of the 

octonions. (Note that since every straight line can be thought of as a circle in 

this diagram, the central circle can also be thought of as a straight line. ) 

LEMMA 2. Write (o 
1 
3, ý) ýis the three constants used in the C. avlev- Dickson 

process to obtain an eight dimensional algebra. The following seven choices of 
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-y) give isomorphic forms of the split octonionic algebra, (5: 

1), (1,11 -1), (1) -1) 1), (- 1,17 1), (17 -1) -1), (- 1.11 -1)" (-1, 

16 

PROOF. Use the same method as for Lemma 1. As an example two cases 

will be shown to be isomorphic, that of (1,1,1) (61) and (-1,, -1,1) 
Label the imaginary basis elements in 01 by ej for i-1. .7 and inO2 IýY 

fi for i= 11, ,, 7. Then the multiplication table for the ej is 

1 1 
ei 

1 
C- 2 e3 e4 

1 
e5 e6 e- 7 

ei 1 e3 e2 e5 e4 -e7 -e6 

e2 -e3 1 -ei e6 e7 e4 e5 
e- 3 - P- 2 e1 -1 C- 7 e6 -e5 _e4 

e- 4 _e5 - e6 -e7 1 
-ei _e2 -e3 

e5 - e4 -e7 -e6 ei -1 e3 e2 

e6 e7 - e4 e5 e2 -e3 -1 - e- 1 

e7 - e5 C- 4 e- 3 -e2 ei 

The multiplication table for the fi is 

fl 
ý 

f2 
ý 

f3 
ý 

f4 
ý 

Aý Aý f7 

fl 1 f3 
- 

f2 A 
- 

f4 
- 

f7 A 

f2 f3 
-I 

fl A f7 
- 

f4 
-A 

f3 f2 
- 

fl 
-I 

f7 
-A 

A 
- 

f4 

f4 
-A -A - 

f7 I - 
fl 

- 
f2 

- 
f3 

f5 f4 
- 

f7 A fl I f3 
- 

f2 

A f7 f4 
-A 

f2 
- 

f3 1 fl 

f7 A f4 f3 f2 
- 

fl I 

Let V): 
62 

-ý (51 bý' 

ýi, (fl) = ei O(h) = e5 VV3) e6 7ý(h) = C4 

'O(A) :: -- e7 (', '(f6)- el V) (M 
=z: e2. 
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Then by inspection of the above tables it can be seen that 0 is a Lie algebra 

isomorphism. El 

Throughout this thesis take the split form of the octonions to be defined 1) 
,v 

the triplet of constants (-1, -11 1). In this way 6 contains a complex subal- 

gebra spanned by ý 1,1 1 and a quaternionic subalgebra spanned by 11,1, j. ý'- I- 

Thus we will denote the basis of (5 either by 11, i, j, k, 1, ý1, jI, ý1 1, or using the 

more convenient notation 11, C-li C-21 e-31 ý41 ý5) ý61 ý71- 

In general R, C, H and 0 will be denoted by K. Denote the dimension of 

K by v, thus v=1,2,4 or 8. Then K is a division algebra with the quadratic 

form defined by conjugation, as explained in equation (4). The split forms FCC, 

9 and 6 are not division algebras but are composition algebras (as implied 

by their name) and will be denoted generally by FK. 

The following Theorem is well established [35]. 

THEOREM I (Hurwitz). The only real positive definite composition algeb- 

ras (division algebras) are R, C, H and 0. 

3. Lie algebras 

A Lie algebra, L, is an algebra over a field, F, with a product, known as a 

Lie bracket, [, ], such that 

1- [x, [Y, Z] 1+ ly, [Z, x]] + [Z, [x, y] 1 
2. [x, y] -- [y, x]. 

A Lie algebra is called real if the field F is the field of real numbers. It is 

called complex if the field is the complex numbers. 

The Kiffing Form of a Lie algebra is the symmetric bilinear form 

K: LxL -ý F defined by 

(11) K(x, y) = tr(ad x ad 

for 'r, y C- L, where (ad x) (z) = [x, z]. 

A complex Lie algebra, L, is called sz*mple if it contains no ideals (sub- 

algebras closed under subtraction and Lie bracket multiplication) except 0 
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and L and dim L>1. It is called semi-simple if its maximal solvable ideal 

(its radical) is 0, i. e. there are no abelian ideals. Cartan gave two important 

results for complex semi-simple Lie algebras, known as Cartan's First and 
Second Criterion. These are stated below. 

THEOREm 2 (Cartan's First Criterion). A complex Lie algebra is solvAle 

if and only if the Killing form of [L, L] (the derived algebra) is identically zero. 

THEOREm 3 (Cartan's Second Criterion). A complex Lie algebra is semi- 

simple if and only if its Killing form is non-degenerate. 

Every finite dimensional Lie algebra has a particularly useful subalgebra 

for determining its structure. A Cartan sub-algebra, H, is defined to be a 

subalgebra satisfying 

H= Ix E L: (adx)'h = 0, for some rcR and all hC HI. 

This can also be written as H= fx EL: adx(H) c HI (see, for ex- 

ample, [14]). 

A complex semi-simple Lie algebra, L, can be described in terms of its 

root system, P (up to isomorphism). The root system is a closed set under 

addition where the elements of the set are the roots of L. The roots of L 

are the weights (eigenvalues), a, of ad H which are regarded as linear maps 

a: H -ý C. For each aEP there corresponds a non zero element h,, CH such 

that a(x) = K(h, x). Then the h, span H. The root system has a root basis 

which is a set of linearly independent vectors ai C- P. Then any aCP can be 

written in the form a=E mia. - where the mi are either all non-positive or 

non-negative integers. The root basis can be described pictorially in terms of 

the Dynkin diagram, which is a diagram where each element in the root basis 

is represented by a circle. The circles representing two basis elements a and 

0 are joined by 

1.9 * no line if o, and 0 are orthogonal 

2. -9-4 one line if the angle between () and 3 is 3 
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3. - two lines if the angle between a and 0 is 
37 

4 

4. - three lines if the angle between ce and 0 is ý-' 
6 

19 

Complex Lie algebras can then be classified into nine different types, as 

shown by Cartan and described in (for example) [18], the first four of which 

are known as the classical Lie algebras. This classification is shown in t he 

following table. The middle row is included in the diagram since D4 has a 

particularly interesting type of symmetry in relation to the octonions which 

will be commented on whilst considering the symmetry property of the 3x3 

magic square. The final five Lie algebras are known as the excephonal Lie 

algebras. These are all shown, along with their Dynkin diagrams, in the table 

below. 

A� e1 (n + 1, C) 0 --»-- 
Bn o(2n + 1, C) 
Cn sp (n, C) 
Dn o (2n, C) 
D4 o (8, C) 
G2 14 
F4 52 
E6 78 
E7 133 
E8 248 

The notation for Lie algebras is that used in [37]. The notation At will be 

used for the hermitian conjugate of the matrix A with entries in K, defined in 

analogy to the complex case by 

Xt =X 

The Lie algebra of the pseudo-unitary group will be denoted su(s, t), where 

_qU(Sý 
t) =pC Cnxn 

: AtG + GA = 01 
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and G= diag(-l,... 11 -11 +1.... 1 +1) with s- signs and t+ signs: -eq(i2) 
will denote the Lie algebra of antihermitian quaternionic matrices A. 

sq (n) =fAc ffr"' : At = -. 41. 

The notation sp(2n, K) will be used for the Lie algebra of the symplectic group 

of 2n x 2n matrices with entries in K, i. e. 

E £ip (2n, K) -fA:: 
enx2n 

:_ ltj + J-1 = 01 

where J0 
In 

- 
In 0 

SO (s, t), is given by 

The Lie algebra of the pseudo-orthogonal group 

zo(s, t) =fAC R' :AT G+GA=OI 

where G is defined as before. The group of linear maps of the vector space 
V preserving the non-degenerate quadratic form q is written O(V, q) , whilst 
its unimodular (or special) subgroup is written SO(V, q). Their Lie algebras 

are respectively o (V, q) and -so 
(V, q) - The quadratic form q is omitted if it is 

understood from the context. Thus for any division algebra, SO(K) and -so(K) 
are respectively its special orthogonal group and Lie algebra. These may often 
be written SO (v) and -so 

(v) where v= dim K. 

The symbol ED will be used to denote the direct sum of Lie algebras, i. e. 
B implies that [A, B] = 

Structure Constants. Two particular types of tensor arise natur- 

ally in connection with any Lie algebra, antisymmetric tensors and symmetric 

tensors. In this subsection we introduce the concept of an f-tensor, the aiiti- 

symmetric tensor associated with the structure constants. 

Define a Lie algebra g of dimension n with generators Xi such that 

(17) fik 
I 

[Xi, Ajl 
jXk 

(using the Einstein sumination convention) and 

(18) (xi. Xj) = -6jý 
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where () is the Cartan-Killing form on g. The f -tensor is called a structure 

constant. (Note that in some texts an f -tensor is defined by 

[Xi, Xj] = 
2fikj Xk 

i 

but we find it more convenient to include the factor 2 within the constant). 
Furthermore the structure constants obey 

(19) kk I fil 

by the antisymmetric property of the Lie bracket, and 

f, k k7kT 
,m'mm jfkl 

+ fjlfki + fiifkj 

by the Jacobi Identity. When g is semi-simple the Cartan-Killing form (gij = 
(ad X., ad Xj)) has an inverse, i. e. there exists g jk such that 

J'k k kj 
9ij 9 6i 9 9ji - 

The Cartan-Killing form is used to raise and lower the indices for the structure 

constants, i. e. 

I fijk ::::::::: fijglk- 

If g is compact then gij = 6,, * and consequently in this case 

fijk 

The structure constants can also be used to provide an nxn matrix rep- 

resentation for 9, although it is generally unfaithful. This is obtained from 

the constants by associating the elements of an nxn matrix, M", with the 

structure constants as follows 

(Ma)'a3 =-f!, - 

This can also be obtained by considering -AI,, - ad X, This representation 

is known as the adjoint or regular representation. The structure constants 
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provide us with a particularly simple formula for the Cartan-Killing form. 

namely 

ý Xi 
i 

Xj )reg::::::::: fjr firs 

Finally we note that under a change of basis the structure constants trans- 

form as a third order tensor that is covariant of the second rank and contrav- 

ariant of the first, i. e. 

if Yr = V, 'Xi 

and [ Y, Y, ]=F,, Yt 

ViVif k -I)t 
rsj 

(V then Frts 
-, il k- 

From now on the totally antisymmetrised structure constant fij k will be 

referred to as an f -tensor. 
One example of f -tensors arising from the Gell-Mann matrix description 

of su(3) will be of particular use throughout this thesis. In this representation 

a set of hermitian generators are obtained by multiplying an orthogonal set 

of generators of su(3) by the complex unit Z. Thus a set of eight matrices are 

obtained which are then labelled as follows; 

0 1 0 0 -Z 0 100 

A, =1 0 0 A2 =1 0 0 A3 =0 -1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 V00 

0 0 1 0 0 -i 000 

A4 =0 0 0 A5 =o o o A6 =001 

1 0 0 1 0 0 V10 

0 0 0 1 00 
A7 0 0 

1 A8 
- V-3 0 10 - 

0 '1 0 0 0 -2 
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These have the commutation relations 

(20) [Ai, Aj] - 
fijkAk 

where 

fij k= - -1 tr(AiAjAk- AjAiAk 4 

tr(AkAjAj AiAkAj) 4 

- 
fkij 

i 

23 

i. e. fijk is a totally antisymmetric tensor. Thus the f-tensors for su(3) can be 

written explicitly as 

fl23= 2 f246 1 f367 = 

f147 1 f257 I f458 = V/3 

f156 
-I 

f345 I f678= 
\, f3- 

The f -tensors are totally isotropic, which means that their components remain 

unchanged under an arbitary change of basis transformation. In the case of 

ýiu(3) various identites can be found forfijk, these are not stated here but can 

be found in [21]. 

Jordan algebras 

A Jordan algebra J is defined to be a commutative algebra (over a field K) 

in which all products satisfy the Jordan identity 

(21) (xy)x' = x(yx'). 

Let L, (K) (where K is now a composition algebra) be the set of all nxn 

matrices with entries in K, and let H,, (K) and A,, (K) be the sets of all nxn 

hermitian and antiliermitian matrices with entries in K respectively. The sub- 

spaces of traceless matrices of H,, (K) and -4, 
(K) are denoted H,, (K) and 4' (K) 

ý 'n 

respectively. Thus L,, (K) = Hn (K) + A, (K) and L' (K) = Hn' (K) +* . 41 n n(K) - 
The 

following Lemma will be extremely useful throughout the remainder of this 

thesis. 
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LEMMA 3. The algebra H, (K) is a Jordan algebra for K=R, C, H for all ii 

and for K=0 when n=2,3, with the Jordan product as the anticommut, ator 

(22) X. Y=XY+YX. 

This is a commutative but non-associative product. 

Proof of this Lemma can be found in [35]. 

5. The Derivation Algebra 

A derivation, D, of an algebra, A, is an automorphism D: A ---ý .4 such 

that 

D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y). 

Thus define the derivation algebra of A, Der A, to be the algebra of all such 

maps, namely 

(23) Der A -- fDI D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y) I 

for x, yCA. 

LEMMA 4. The derivation algebras of the four positive definite composi- 

tion algebras are as follows: 

DerR = DerC -0 

Der H= so (3) 

Der 0 is an exceptional Lie algebra of type G2. 

The next five sub-sections prove the results for each of these c&, es and also 

show how the proof that, Der 0 L---- G2 can be adapted for use with the split 

octonions. 
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1. Derivations of R. In this case Der R=0 since 

D(1) = D(1.1) 

= D(l). l + LD(l) bY the definition of a derivation, 

= 2. D (1). 

25 

For this to be true it must be the case that D(l) =0 and thus the set of 
derivations of R consists only of the zero map. 

5.2. Derivations of C. Take a basis of C to be the set fI, z 

consider 

D(Z. 0 = D(i). i + i. D(i) 

= 

However, 

by the definition of a derivation, 

since C is commutative. 

D(Z. Z) = D(-I) = -D(l) = 

which leads to the conclusion that 

2i. D(i) = 0. 

Then 

UIVIVERS17-Y 
OF YORK 
LIBRARY 

Thus the set of all derivations of C will also consist only of the zero map. 

5.3. Derivations of H. Take the set f eO = 1, el, e2 , e-31 to be a basis of 

the quaternions, H. Then D(1) =0 by exactly the same reasoning as before. 

Since a derivation, by definition, maps H to itself, pick one of the imaginary 

basis elements and let D(ej) = ajo + ai, e,,, (using the Einstein summation 

convention to sum over m). Now 

D(eiel) = D(ei)ei + eiD(e?, ) 

= (ajo + ain en) Ci+e, (ai, + ain en) 

= 2ajoei + al, (cl*cll + CnCi) 

=0 by the same reasoning as above. 
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Since e-ie-n + e-ne-i ý0 if Z :ýn and Cien + e-nei : ̀:: -2 if i=n this reduces to the 

statement 

(24) D(eiei) = 2(ajoei - aii) = 

Further 

D(eiej) (ajo + ai, e,,, )ej + ei(ajo + aj, e, ) 

- (aij + aji) + (ajo - aik) 6i + (ajo - ajk) ej + (aii + ajj)ek 

where (i, J, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3). However, 

D(eiej) = D(ek) 

- akO + akiei + akje-j + akke-k- 

By equating coefficients of e,, the following set of identifications can be made: 

(25) akO --aij - aji 

(26) ajo = aik+ aki 

(27) ajo - ajk+ akj 

(28) akk= aii + ajj. 

Now, 

D(cjej) = (ajo + ajnen) ei + ej (ajo + ain e, ) 

=- (aij + aji) + (ajo + aik) ei + (a, o + ajk) ej - (aji + ajj) ek 

and 

D(-ek) 

= -akO - akiCi - OkjCj - (Ikkek- 
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Again by equating coefficients of e,, a further set of identifications are made: 

(29) akO : 

(30) ajo : 

(31) ajo : 

(32) akk : 

By comparing (25) with (29), (26) 

akO = ajo - ajo = 0. Substitut 

aij + aji 

-aik- aki 

-ajk- akj 

aii + ajj. 

with (30) and (27) with (31), deduce that 

ing ajo =0 into (24) further gives a,, - 

ajj = akk = 0. The final deduction that can be made is that since akO = 0, 

-a,.,. Thus 

D(el) = al2C2- a3le-3 

D(e2) = -al2el + a23e3 

D(63)= a3161- a2362- 

Thus any derivation of H is of the form 

D= a23D, -al2D2- a31D3 

where 

Di (ei) = 0, 

D2(CI) :::::::: -e-21 

D3(e-1) - e31 

D, (e2) ::::::::: e3, 

D2(e2) - 01 

D3(e2) = -C1, 

Dl(e3) ::::::::: -e-2 

D2(C-3) el 

D, (e3) 1::::::: 0- 

This is equivalent to the elements of -5o(3) acting on W as vectors, where 

the basis f DI, D2, D3 }for Der H defined above is clearly isomorphic to the 

basis of so(3), and consequently DerH ý-' so(3). This method can be easilv 

adapted to show that Der H so (2,1) by taking into account the changes in 

the multiplication table of ft. Further if the basis of the algebra of commutator 

maps of If, QW), (maps of the form C,, where C,, x = ax - xo and aE IT) 
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is taken to be I Cel 
i 

Ce2) Ce3 I then the action of these three maps on the basls 

elements of ET is given by 

Ce 

-2e-3 

2e-2 

Cel (e2) 
== 2e-3 

(e2) 

Ce3 (C2)= 
-2c, 

Cel (e3)= 
-2e2 

Ce 
2 

(6- 
3) = 2e, 

Cel (e3) :: -- 0- 

Clearly this is isomorphic to -so(3) and consequently Der H 2--- C(EY). 

5.4. Derivations of (D. Der 0 is the Lie algebra of the group of auto- 

morphisms of 0, which is written Aut 0. The easiest way to obtain the ele- 

ments of the derivation algebra of (D is to first look at the elements of Aut (D. 

Decompose 0 into 0=H+ ZH where i is an imaginary unit. Then the 

following Lemma will be required. 

LEMMA 5. Autornorphisms of 0 fixing the complex subspace C=R+ ZR 

leave the subspace C' = JC + 1C + jIC invariant. 

PROOF. Throughout this proof let aE Aut 0 and x, yGG. The proof is 

given in three stages, each stage leading to the next. 

1. Autornorphisms preserve conjugation, i. e. a(±) -- a(x). 

Let x =Rex+lmx. Then 

oz(x) = a(Re x) + a(Im x). 

Thus 

ce(±) = a(Re x) + oz(- Im x) 

= ce(Re x) - a(Im x) since o (- 1) =-I 

= ce (r) - 
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2. Automorphism are orthogonal maps, i. e. (ce(x), a(y)) = (x, y). 
Now, 

(ce(x), a(y)) 
(ce(x)a(y) 

+ a(y)ce(x)) 

-, (a W ce (9) +a (Y) ce 2 

a (If xg + ytj) 2 

= ce (ýX, 

= ýX, 

since a(x) = a(., r) 

since (x, E 

29 

I Automorphisms fixing C leave (C3 invariant, i. e. a((C3) = (C3. Since 
C3 = (C] 

7 

a (C') =a (C') 

= since a is orthogonal 

= (Cl since C is fixed 

= 

F-1 

Since C is fixed a must be C-linear on C'. Using the fact that the product 

of two 3-vectors is 

uv = -u. V + ti xVI 

then if aE AutO and u, v E C31 

a(uv) = a(u)a(v) 

a(-U. v + ti x V) = -u. V + a(la x V) 

= -ce(u)a(v) + a(u) x a(v). 

Consequently a(u)a(v) = u. v which implies that a is unitary. Furthermore 

o, has determinant I since 

() 
I. I. 

(1 ý1772 =(I, 
jkoJt akm 
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and thus 

6nlm fijkajl akm Gin- 

Therefore aC SU(3). Also any oz G SU(3) satisfies 

a (U) a (V) = iv 

a(u) x a(v) = a(il x V-) 

and consequently SU(3) C Aut 0. 

30 

Pictorially, if we redraw Figure 2 with i in the centre we obtain Figure 3. 

Then the eight basis elements of SU(3) describle the eight possible rearrange- 

FIGURE 3. Revised Mnemonic 

ments of the octonionic units J, k, 1, il, j1, k1 leaving Z fixed and preserving 

octonionic multiplication, i. e. preserving the direction of the arrows on the 

diagram. The remaining six elements of Aut 0 are the operations of taking 

the unit i to each of the other six octonionic units whilst again still preserving 

the directions of the arrows. Then the SU(3) subalgebra can be thought of as 

the maps taking Figure 3 to each of the first eight pictures in Figure 4. 

We can now adapt the description of Aut CD by thinking of its infinitesimal 

transformations to obtain a complete picture of Der 0. 

The action of -su(3) in terms of elements of so(7) can also be calculated 

bY considering the action of the eight basis elements of su(3) on a vector 

(a zý)j + (ý i0l + (f + 0)] 1= (o + 1'3, -Y + z6, c+ 10) in (C3 . The eight 

-ki k 
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FIGURE 4. Pictorial representation of the action of Aut CD 
L- i ii 
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basis elements of su(3) will be labelled bi as follows 

i000000i 0) 
bi =0 -i 0 b2 

-0z0 
b3 =i001 

00000 -i ýO 0 0) 

31 
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(o 
0 0 

b4 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

b7 0 0 0 

-1 0 0 

0 0 0 

b5 
- 

0 0 1 

V z 0 

0 0 0 

b8 - 0 0 1 

0 -1 0 

0 1 0 

b6 - -1 0 0 

0 0 Oj 

32 

Then the (C' elements b, v, b8v are identified with octonions as shown be- 

low: 

blv ý--4 ka - Jý - il-y + 16 

b3V ý-4 k-y - j6 + ila - 1ý 

b5V ý-4ih - 10 - kl-y - 116 
b7V 1-4 jc + ko - J*la + klý 

b2V ý-4 il-y - 16 + kle + J10 

b4V ý-4 kE - jo - kla - jlo 

b6V ý-> j-y + kö - la - i10 
b8V ý-4 16 + ilO - J'l-y + k16 

so that bl, b8 represent the linear maps of 0 as below: 

823 - S45 

b3 --+ S25 - S34 

b5 --4 -847 - 856 

b7 -"* -826 + 837 

b6 -"* -824 - S35 

b8 ---ý -846 + 857- 

The remaining six elements of Aut 0 are the maps taking Figure 3 to each 

of the last six diagrams shown in Figure 4. These are the six maps taking el 

to each of the other imaginary units in turn. These give the elements 

bg ----: 812 + S56 

bil ý 814 + 827 

b13 S16 + 'ý25 

b2 845 + 867 

b4 '* -827 - 836 

blo :: -- 813 + S46 

b12 ::::::::: SI-5) - 826 

614 - S17 + 535- 
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Thus the 14 elements of Der 0 G2 can have a basis defined by elements of 

so(7) obtained from the bi, relabelled as di, as follows 

di 825 - S34 d2 :: --:: -824 - S35 

d3 ::::::::: S23 - 845 

d5 = -826 - 837 

d7 "' -846 - 857 

in su(3) and 

d9 ý 812 - 
1847 + 
2 

1856 
2 

dil- 814 + 1827 
- 2 

1836 
2 

d13 : -- S 16 +1 825 + 
2 

1 
S34 2 

to complete the algebra, where 

sij (ei) - ej 

d4 "::: -- 827 - S36 

d6 :::::::: 847 - 856 

d8 ::::::::: 845 + 867 

dio S13 + 1 
2S46 

+ IS57 
2 

d12 S15 - 
1 826 2 

1 837 2 

d14 817 - 
1 
2S24 

+ 1835 
2 

sij(ej) - -ei 

Sij (6k) ::::::::: 

for k :Az, J, 

(33) Sij (ek) ::::::::: ý ei ý C-k ý ei - (ei 
i ek) ei - 

Note that this basis is chosen purely for the particularly simple structure 

constants that it yields. 

Computing the Killing form for all of the above matrices we find that 

(di, dj) = 

(di, di) -- - 

(di, di) = 

if 

if z= 11 1117 

if i= 91, *, 14. 

So that the structure constants are totally antisyninietric divide di bv I for 2 

1, 8 and dj by --L for V3- 9,.... 14. Thus the basis elements of G 2 now 
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become 

di l(S25 
- 834) 2 

d3 I(S23 
- 845) 2 

d5 1 
2 

(-S26 
- S37) 

d7 1 (-846 
- S57) 2 

dg =I V3-(812 - 
1847 + 1856 
22 

dil = --'-(814 + IS27 
- 

1836) 
V-3- 22 

d1- 13 = 73=(816 + 1825 + 1834) 
22 

d2 =2 (- 824 - 835) 

d4 =1 2(827 - S36) 

d6 = 
l(S47 

- S56) 2 

d8 = 
I(S45 + S67) 2 

dio (813 + 1846 + 1857) 
V-3- 22 

1 d12 73ý(815 - 
1826 

- 
1837) 

22 

d 14 73ý 
(817 

- 
IS24 + IS35) 
22 

and the Cartan-Killing form can now be written 

(di, dj) = -6ij. 

34 

Calculating a multiplication table for [di, djj using the computer algebra pack- 

age MAPLE to generate all of the Lie brackets gives the following non-zero 

structure constants (f -tensors) for G2- 
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f123 f246 
2 

f367 
2 

f147 
2 

f26 
7- 

1 
2 

f458 
2 

f156 -- -1 2 
f345 - 

1 
2 

f678 I 
2 

1 fl 92 f49(14) 1 
2 

f7 (10) (11) 2 

fl (10) (12) 2 
f4 (11) (12) -i 2 

f7(13)(14) 1 
2 

f29( 1 
, U) 2 

f59(l I 
2 

f89( 
2 

f2(12 I 
2 

A (12) (14) = -i 2 
A (10) (13) =i 2 

f39WI) 
- 21 

A 
(10) ý 14) -2 

A (11) (14) =I 

-1 
f3(10)(13) 

2 = -1 
f6(11)(13) 

2 

fq (I 10)M) - 

f9 (13) (14) -7 V3- 

I f(10)(12)(14) 
-T3 

I f(li)(12)(13) 
-vf3- 

35 

5.5. Derivations of (5. Derivations of (5 can be found by adapting the 

work shown above. Consider the split algebra obtained by taking a 

and -y =1 in the Cayley-Dickson process (i. e. i=i, j. and k= kforma 

non-split quaternionic subalgebra) since this is convenient for following work 

on maximal compact subalgebras. Then Der (5 will have a subalgebra su(2,1) 

with metric 91 = diag(-1,1,1) and will be expressed in terms of elements of 

so (4,3) with metric !; 2= diag(-I, -1, -1,1,1,1,1). Then calculating directly 

the action of -su(2,1) in terms of elements of so (4,3) we obtain 

2 
(§25 

- ý34) 

d3 
2(823 - 845) 

d5 
- 

'(-S26 
- §37) 

2 

(17 = 
! (-846 

- 857) 2 

d2 (-, ý24 - ý35 
2 

d4 1(827 
- ý36) 

2 

d6 
21 

(S47 
- 856) 

d8 
'! 

(S45 + S67) 2 
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where if Sij is the matrix representation of sij then ! 92 Sij is the matrix repres- 

entation of §-ij. Thus 9ij is given by equation (33) with () given by 6 instead 

of 0. Applying this knowledge the remaining six elements can be calculated 

to be 

I d9 =(812 - ýlS47 +ý S56 
322 

I dil (§14 +ý ý27 §36) 
322 

d13 
-1 

(§16 + 1925 + 1ý34) 
T3 22 

dio 73= 
1 (813 + 1846 + 1, 

ý; 57) 22 

d 12 73= 
(ý15 1 ý26 - 

1ý37) 
22 

-S 14 -T3 
(ý17 ý24 +1 35) v"3- 22 

Thus we also have a complete expression of the elements of Der FD in terms of 

elements of so (4,3). 

6. Structure and Conformal Algebras 

The structure algebra Str A of any algebra A is defined to be the Lie algebra 

generated by left and right multiplication maps L,, and R,, for each aEA, 

where the Lie bracket is the usual commutator. For Jordan algebras this can 
be shown to have the vector space [35] 

(34) StrJ = DerJ-4(J) 

where L(J) is the set of all L,, with aEJ. The algebra denoted by Str' I is the 

structure algebra with its centre factored out (i. e. Str'J - Der J+L(J')). For 

DE Der J and L,, EL (J) the Lie brackets can be stated explicitly for Str J as 

follows 

[D, D'] = DD'- D'D 

[Lal Lbl = LaLb - LbLa 

[D, La] = LD(a) 
- 

Another Lie algebra associated with a Jordan algebra is also required, namely 

the conformal algebra,, as constructed by Kantor (1973) and Koecher (196-1). 

The underlying vector space of this is 

(35) Con j= Stj. j_ýj2. 
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Consider StrJ as a Lie subalgebra of ConJ and define the rest of the Lie 

brackets as follows. We first define R i-+ R* to be an involutive automorphism 

acting on Str J such that it is the identity of Der J and multiplies every element 

of L (J) by - 1. Then if TE Str J and (X, Y) EE P the other brackets are 

[T, (X, Y)] = (TX, T*Y) 

RX, 0) , (Y, 0)1 = Roj X), (01 Y)] =0 
0), (0, Y)] = Mxy + 2[Lx, Ly]. 

The conformal algebra can also be defined in a more geometric fashion. A 

conformal map is defined to be a smooth map f: X -ý Y where X and Y 

are finite dimensional smooth manifolds such that the differential df (x) of f 

at a point xGX is a non-zero real multiple of an orthogonal map. Generally 

speaking this will be an angle preserving map. For example conformal maps 

of W (= C) are any complex analytic function f: C -ý C. The algebra of all 

such maps for R7 with n>2 can be described in terms of a Clifford algebra. 

Consider a vector space, V= Spanjvj, ... i Vnj where (vi 
, vj) = gij and 

g, j is some diagonal (metric) matrix. Then if the basis elements of V can be 

normalised to the set 11 
7e 17 ... e-n 1whereby 

ejej + ejej = -2gij 

i. e. 

v. w + w. v - -2(v, w) 

then C1 (V), the Clifford algebra of V, has a basis defined by ýII ei 7 ... i e-ni 

z)*,, e-le2 ... enj where *, *,... k=1,..., n. The eiej(Z < j), e'ejek(Z <i< k) 

dimension of C1(1, ") is 2'. The group of conformal maps over the quadratic 

space RP, q is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra of 2x2 matrices with entries 

in Rp, 
q-1 (see [31]). 



CHAPTER 2 

The Magic Square and its Symmetry 

In this chapter we introduce the 3x3 magic square and its compression to 

the 2x2 case. We begin with the Tits- Freudenthal construction of the 3x3 

magic square and then examine how other constructions make more obvious 

the underlying symmetry of the magic square. In particular we introduce 

a new symmetric construction of the underlying vector space utilising a Lie 

algebra called the triality algebra. We then introduce the 2x2 extension to 

the magic square and show that the new triality algebra construction of the 

3x3 magic square yields a directly equivalent construction for the 2x2 magic 

square using orthogonal algebras. 

1. The 3x3 Magic Square 

Let K be a real composition algebra and Ja real Jordan algebra, with DC 

and Y the quotients of their vector spaces by the subspaces of scalar multiples 

of the identity. Define a vector space 

(36) M(J, K) = Der Jý-(J'o RV) j- Der K. 

Then define 

L3(Ki 
I 

K2 ) :: -- 111 (H3(KI) 
I 

K2)- 

Explicit-IN, this is the vector space 

(37) L3(Ki, K2)= Der H3(K, )+H3'(]Kl) 0 Ký + Der K2. 

38 
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This is a Lie algebra when taken with the brackets 

[D, A0 x] = D(A) (& x 

[E, A0 x] =A0 E(x) 

(38) [D, E] =0 

[A(& x, Boy] = ! (A, BýDx, y+ 
(, 4*B)(D '[x, y] - ýx, y) [LA, LB] 6 

39 

where DE Der H3(KI); A, BE H3(KI); x, yE Ký; EE Der K2 , and Der 14-1 (Ki) 

and Der K2 are taken to be Lie subalgebras. 
These brackets are obtained from Schafer's description of the Tits con- 

struction [35]. They require some explanation. The notations (A, B) and 
(x, y) denote the symmetric bilinear forms on H3(Ki) and K2 respectively, 

given by 

(A, B) = Re(tr(A - B)) =2 Re(tr(AB)) 

()_ I(IX + Y12 _ 
IX12 

_ 
IY12) 

= Re (xy) X, y-2 

The derivation Dx, y is defined as 

(39) Dx, y = [L, Ly] + [Lx, Ry] + [Rx, Ry] DerK2. 

For future reference we note that 

(40) Dx, y(z) = [[x, y], z] - 3[x, y, z] 

which shows that D,,, y = -Dy, x, since all division algebras are alternative. 

Finally (A * B) is the traceless part of the Jordan product of A and B, which 

is 

A*B = A-B- ltr(. 4-B) 3 

in the 3x3 case. 

Tits [38] (see also [13,35]) showed that this gives a unified construction 

leading to the so-called magic square of Lie algebras of 3x3 matrices whose 

complexificat ions are 
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R C 

R A, A2 C3 F4 

C A2 A2 (1) A2 A5 E6 

H C3 A5 B6 E7 

Q F4 E6 E7 E8 

i. e. the Lie algebras with compact real forms 

ýý ýRý Cý Hý 0] 

R zu (2) zu(3) -5 q (3) F4 

C zu(3) su(3) ED su(3) zu(6) E6 

H sq (3) su(6) zo(12) E7 

(9 F4 E6 E7 E8 

40 

The striking properties of this square are (a) its symmetry and (b) the fact 

that four of the five exceptional Lie algebras occur in its last row. The ex- 

planation of the symmetry property is the subject of the following section. 
The fifth exceptional Lie algebra, G2 can be included by adding an extra row 

corresponding to the Jordan algebra R in M(J, K). 

In [37] it is asserted without proof that we can write this in a slightly 

different form and that we can include the isomorphisms listed in (2). This 

involves a different set of real forms obtained by taking the split composition 

algebras R, t, Ift, and f) rather than R, C, H, and 0 as the second algebra, 

i. e. we consider L3(KI 7 
FK2). Thus the split magic square for three by three 

matrices looks like 

K R) ý--- 5u(3, K) Der H3(K) L3( £i o (3) £iu(3) -9 q (3) F�, 

Str' H3( K) L3(KI C) l(3, K) 
' 

(3, R) l(3 2 
C) s l(3, H) E6,1 

Con H3 (1 K) L 
3(K, 

Ü)ý-'-'-zp(6, K) zp(6, R) zu(3,3) zp(6, H) E7,1 

L3 (K, (9) F4,2 
1 

E6,2 E7,2 Es, 1 
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where the notation , and 2 (in the style of [13]) is used to distinguish betweeii 

different real forms of the exceptional Lie algebras in the last row and column. 
These are identified by their maximal compact subalgebras as follows: 

Exceptional Lie Algebra Maximal Compact Subalgebra 

E6,1 F4 

E7,1 E6 E) so (2) 

E8,1 E7 ED so (3) 

F4,2 sq (3) e so (3) 

E6,2 
-su(6) ED so(3) 

E7,2 so (12) ED so (3) 

2. Symmetry Property of the 3x3 Magic Square 

In this section we will examine several explanations for the symmetry of the 

3x3 Magic Square, namely those of Vinberg [29], Santander and Herranz [33] 

and an alternative description of the magic square symmetry involving a new 

algebra, the triality algebra, which is a result of joint work with A. Sudbery. 

We begin by presenting a definition of the trZality algebra and then a series of 

results which will be used throughout this section. 

DEFINITION 1. Let K be a composition algebra over R. The tHality al- 

gebra of K, Tri K, is defined to be 

(42) Tri K= J(A, B, C) C so(K)3 IA (xy) -x 
(By) + (Cx) y, Vx, yC KI. 

Then Tri K is a Lie algebra with brackets defined such that Tri K is a Lie 

subalgebra of 6o(K) 6 so(K) E) 6o(K). Any two elements x, yEK have an 

element of 'M K associated with them as follows. 

LEMMA 6. For any x, yEK, let 

T, 
y - 

(4S,, 
y7 

RyRjý - R., Rq, LyLt - L, Lj. 

Then T,, y G Tri K. 
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The proof requires the following Lemma. 

LEMMA 7. For any composition algebra K, 

Tri K -- Der K+ 2ýV 

in which Der K is a Lie subalgebra and 2W -- W +K) 

[D, (a, b)] = (Da, Db) C 2W 

[(a, 0), (b, 0)] ýD _2 3 a, b +(1 [a, b], [a, b]) 33 

[(a, 0), (0, b) ! Dab 
- (I [a, b], -'[a, b]) 333 

(0, a), (0, b) 2 Da, b + (_2 [a, b], ! [a, b]) 333 

PROOF. Define T: Der K+2W ---ý Tri K by 

(43) T(D, a, b) = 

(D + La- Rb, D- La 
- 

Lb- Rb, D+ La+ Ra+ Rb) 
- 

The fact that this is a Lie algebra isomorphism follows from the brackets 

[Lxl Ly] = 
ýDx, 

y + -1L[x, y] 
+2 R[x, 

y] 333 

[Lx 
I 

Ry] =-1 Dxy +1 L[x, 
y] -I R[x, 

y] 333 

[R, Ry] = ýDx, 
y - 

ýL[ 1 R[x, 
y] 33X, yl - -3 

42 

and the definition of the inverse map T-' : Tri K --ý Der K-ý 2W which can be 

defined as 

T-1(A, B, C) = (A - 
La+ Rb, a, b) 

Nvhere a= ! B(l) +2 C(l) and b= -ýB(I) - ! C(l). El 3333 

PROOF OF LEMMA 6. Write the action of S,,, 
y as 

(44) = (xi + zý±)y - x(iy + YZ) 

(45) = -[x, Y, Z] + z(±y) - (xy)z 
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using the alternative law and the relation [x, Y, -[x. Y., z]. Since Re(x-y) 

Re(xq), we can write the last two terms as 

(46) Z (±Y) - (x9) Z =- Z Im (±y) - Im (X9) Z 

(47) 'Z -)Z 2 47 2G 
94 -1 

(X9 
- YX 

Now, by equation (40), we have 

(48) Sx, 
y 

! Dxy + La- Rb 
6 

with 

-'[x, y] - '(xy 
- yi) GW 64 

(. ±y - YX) er. 6 
[X, 

Yl -4 

Hence there is an element (A, B, C) (E Tri K with A=S,,, y and 

B= 'Dý�y 
- 

La 
- 

Lb- Rb = S�, 
y - 

L2a+bi 
6 

-' Dý�y + La+Ra+Rb = Sý�y + Ra+2bi 
6 

1 Q. Writing [x, y] 2 : t, y] + [x, 9]) gives 

a+ 2b = -' (yx - xy) 4 

2a +b= (y. T - xq) 4 

thus equations (44) and (46) imply that 

(49) Sx, 
y =-1Q, ý, y - 

Ra+2b + L2a+b 
2 

where Q,, yz = [x, y, z]. Hence 

Cz 
= --, [x, Y, Z] +, (Y. ± - xg)z 4 

=1y : jý 1 
4G Z) - -2 X (YZ) 

i. e. 

Lt - 
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and similarly 

(R Rt - Rý, Ryq). 4Y 

Thus Ty= (4Sý,, 
y, 4C, 4B) is an element of Tri K. Fl 

Define an automorphism of Tri K as follows. For any linear map -4 :K 
let A= KAK where K: K -ý K is the conjugation xF4±EK, i. e. 

A(x) = 

LEMMA 8. Given T= (A, B, C) E Tri K, let 

0 (T) = (B, C, 

Then O(T) C Tri K and 0 is a Lie algebra automorphism. 

PROOF. By Lemma 7, T= T(D, a, b) for some DE Der K and a, bCW- 

Then 

A= D+L, -Rb 

B=D- La 
- 

Lb- Rb 

D+ La+Ra+Rb- 

It follows that 

B=D+R, + Rb + Lb =D+ La'- Rb' 

which is the first component of T' = (A', B', C') C Tri K, where 

B'= D- La- Lbl 
- 

Rb' 

=D- 
Lb + La+b+Ra+b = 

CI=D+La' +Ra' +Rb' 

D+ Lb+ Rb- R, +b=. 4, 

T' = (R, C, J) = O(T). It is clear that 0 is a Lie algebra automorphism. EJ 
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THEOREm 4. For any composition algebra K, 

Der H3(K) = Tri K+ 3K 

in which Tri K is a Lie subalgebra, and the brackets in [Tri K, 3K] are 

(50) [T, Fi(x)]--Fi(Tix) G3K, 

if T= (Ti, T2 
7 
T3) C Tri K and F, (x) + F2 (y) + F3 (z) 

the brackets in [Tri K, Tri K] are given by 

(51) [Fi (x), Fj (y) ]= Fk(pi) EE 3K3 

45 

(x, y, z) C 3K; and 

if x, yEK and (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3)1 and 

(52) [Fi (x), Fi (y) ] =: 0'- 1 (T, 
ý, y) e Tri K. 

P ROOF. Define elements ei, Pi (x) of H3 (K) (where i=1,2,3; xE K) by 

the equation 

azy 
(53) ý0X : --ae-l+Oe2+ýYe3+pl(X)+p2(Y)+p3(Z) 

y -, t 7 

for a, ý3, -y E R; x, y, zCK. The Jordan product in H3(K) is given by 

(54a) ei - ej = 26ijej 

(54b) ei - Pj (x) = (1 - dij) Pj 

(54c) Pi (x) - Pi (y) =- 2 (x, y) (ej+ e-k) 

(54d) Pi (X) * Pj (Y) ::: -- Pk (9 
-: ij 

where in each of the last two equations (i, J) k) is a cyclic permutation of 

(1,2,3). 

Now let D: H3(K) --* H3(K) be a derivation of this algebra. First suppose 

that 

Dei = 01 1 =- 1,213. 
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Then 

ei - DPi(x) -0 

ei - DPj (x) = DPj (x) if Z 7ý 1 

Thus DPj(x) is an eigenvector of each of the multiplication operators L,,, with 

eigenvalue 0 if z=j and I if Z :ý3. It follows that 

(55) D Pj (x) = Pj (Tj x) 

for some Tj :K -ý K. Now 

DPj (x) - Pj (y) + Pj (x) - DPj (y) -- 0 

gives Tj E so(K); and the derivation property of D applied to equation (54d) 

gives 

Tk (Ti X) + (Tj 

i. e. (Tk, Tj-) G Tri K and therefore (TI, -, T3) E Tri K. Ti T2 

If Dej zA 0, then from equation (54a) with i=J. I 

2ei - DeZ = 2Dei 

so Dej is an eigenvector of the multiplication L,, with eigenvalue 1, i. e. Dej 

Pj (K) + Pk (K) where (i, J, k) are distinct. Write 

Dej :: -- P (Iii) + Pk (lik); i 

then equation (54a) with i :ýj gives 

.p ei * Pk(Xjk) + f-ýi i 
(Xji) + Pj (Xij) 

* C-j + Pk (Xik) 
* ej 

Thus 

Pk(-1, 'jk + Xik) - 
0- 
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It follows that the action of any derivation on the ei must be of the form 

Fi(x) + F2(y) + F3(z) where 

Fi(x)ei -0 

(56) Fi (x) ej - Fi (X) C- k ::::::::: Pi (X) 
7 

(i, j, k) being a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3). Hence Der H3(K) C Tri K E) 3K. 

To show that such derivations Fi(x) exist and therefore the inclusion just 

mentioned is an equality, consider the operation of commutation with the 

matrix 

UY 0) 
--:: Xl (X) + X2 (Y) + X3 (Z) 

i. e. define Fi(x) = Cx, (x) where Cx : H3(K) -ý H3(K) is the commutator map 

(57) Cx(H) = XH - HX. 

This satisfies equation (56) and also 

Fi (x) Pi (y) =-2 (x, y) (ej - e-k) 

(58) Fi (x) Pj (y) 
-«::::::: - Pk (9 

-ýý) 

Fi (X) Pk (Y) ' Pi (lý 9) - 

It is a derivation of H3(K) by virtue of the matrix identity 

(59) [X, fH, Kl] =f [X, H], KI +fH, [X, K]l 

(in which square brackets denote commutators and chain brackets denote an- 

ticommutators) , which will be proved separately in Appendix A. 

The Lie brackets of these derivations follow from another matrix identity 

which is also proved in Appendix A, 

(60) [X. [Y. H]] - [)'. [X, H]] = [[X, )']. H] + E(X. Y)H 
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where E(X, Y) c so (W) is defined by 

E(X, Y)z = 
Elxij 

I yjzl ZI 7 
ij 

48 

xij, yji being the matrix elements of X and Y. If X= Xi (x) and Y= AVj (y) 

we have D(X, Y) =0 and 

[Xi (X), Xj (Y) 1 : -- Xk Wýý) 

where (z, 3, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3). This yields the Lie bracket (51). 

If X= Xi (x) and Y= Xj (y), the matrix commutator Z -- [X, Y] is diagonal 

with zij i ji - 0, zjj -- yx- - xy and Zkk = PX - -4 
(1) 'k cyclic). Hence the action 

of the commutator [Fi (x), Fj (y) Cz +E (X, Y) on H3(K) is 

[Fi(x), Fi(y)]e,, =O (m=t, j, k) 

[Fi (x), Fi (y) ] Pi (w) =: Pi (Zjj W-W ZU -2 [x, y, w]) = Pi (T, w) 

= 4Pi(S., yw) by equation (73). 

[Fi(x), Fi(y)]Pj(w) --` Pj(ZkkW - 2[x, y, w]) 

= Pj(Y(xw) - -t(YW» 
[Fi (x), Fi (Y) 1 Pk (W) = Pk(-wzjj - 2[x, y, w]) 

= Pk((wx) V- (wy)). 

Thus 

[Fi (x), Fi (y) ] Pi (w) = Pi (T, w) = Pi (Ti'w) 

[Fi (x), Fi (y) ] Pj (w) = Pj (T2 W) = Pj (Tj W) 

[Fi (x), Fi (Y) 1 Pk (W) :: -- Pk (T3 W) = Pk (Tkw) 

where (TI, T2, T3) = T,, y, so that T' - 0'-'(T,, y). This establishes the Lie 

bracket (52). El 

THEOREm 5. For any composition algebra K, 

Der H3(K) = Der K-ý A' +3 (K) 
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in which Der K is a Lie subal ebra. the Lie brackets between Der K and A' (K) 9 :3 

are given by the elementwise action of Der K on 3x3 matrices, and 

[X, Y] = (XY - YX)'+ 1D (X, Y) 

where X, YE A' (K) 3 

(XY - YX)'= XY - YX -1 tr(XY - YX)IL 3 

and 

D (X, Y) =E Dx, 
j, yj, Der K 

ij 

where xij and yji are the matrix elements of X and Y 

PROOF. By Lemma 7 and Theorem 4 

(62) Der H3(K) = Der K+2ýV+M 

A' (K) 3 

1dentify (a, b) + (x, Y, Z) E 2DV-0K with the traceless antihermitian matrix 

A' (K); 

then the actions of 2W and 3K on H3(K) defined in Theorem 4 are together 

equivalent to the commutator action C., defined by equation (57). By the 

matrix identities defined in Appendix A, 

[C, y, Cy] = C(xy-yx), + CtL + E(X, Y) 

where 

1 tr 3 
(x', 

- 
"x) 

=1 3 
>ý(. 

", 'ijyji - Yjixij). 

ij 
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Now Ct], + E(X, Y) acts elementwise on matrices in H3(K) according to the 

map D: KK given by 

Dz = [t, z] + E(X, Y)z 

GlIxij, yjil, ZI - lxij, yji'ý-]) 3 
ij 

(63) -'D(X, Y)Z. 3 

Hence the bracket [X, Y] is as stated in Theorem 5.1: 1 

2.1. The Vinberg Construction. For this construction let K, and K2 

be composition algebras. For these two algebras define the tensor algebra 
K, (9 K2 to be the algebra in which the inner product x ý-+ ,t is defined b. y 

a(& b ý-+ a(& b, where conjugation in K, and K2 is the usual conjugation. Then 

the vector space 

(64) V3(Ki, K2) - A'(Ki 0 K2) i DerK, ' 3+ +DerK2 

is clearly symmetric. This is a Lie algebra when taken with the Lie brackets 

defined by the statements: 

1. Der K, + Der K2 is a Lie subalgebra. 

2. For DG Der K, (D Der K2 and XE A'(Ki 0 K2), 
3 

[D, X] =D (X) 

where D(X) is the matrix formed by making D act elementwise on X. 

3. For X= (xij) 
,Y= 

(yij) c A' (Ki (9 K2), 
3 

[X, Y] = (XY - YX)'+ D.,, 
jy, j. 3 

ij 

The definition of D,, 
ijbij is such that if aij -x (9 y and bij =u0v then 

Dý�gy��g, = (x, u)Dy� + ýy, v)Dx, u 

Furthermore, we will now prove that the algebra I -3(KI, K2) is a Lie algebra 

isomorphic to the algebra L3(Kl, K2) defined by the Tits-Freudenthal con- 

struction since no proof of this is readily available. 
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Begin by noting that a matrix in A3(KI (9 K2) has a general form given by 

0+ (9 X2 

(ý2 

-bi 
C2 

a, 0 a2 

YI (9 1+I& Y2 

- IIQIA - 

Cl '<y C2 

bi 0 b2 

Cl 0 C2 

ZI 01+ 10 Z2 

where xi + yj + zi = 0, xi, yi, zi c IKý and aj, bi, ci Using Theorem 5, 

write the Tits - Freudent hal vector space as 

L3(KI, K2) = A'(KI) + Der K, + H3(KI) + Der K2. 
3 

Define a function 0: V (KI, K2) 
--ý L3(KI, K2) by 

XI (2) 1+ (2) X2 

-Cýl (9 Cý2 

- Cý 0 b-2 

a, (S) a2 

YI (2) 1+ 10 Y2 

X1 

-(f, Re (a2) 

-bi Re(b2) 

(9 X2 

&I Im(a2) 
6-1 lm(b2) 

a, Re(a2) 

Yi 

-6-1 
Re(C2) 

b, (& b2 

Cl 0 C2 

Zl I+1 (9 Z2 

bi Re(b2)ý 

ci Re(C2) 

Zl j 

a, (9 lm(a2) 

10 Y2 

Ül 0 IM (C2) 

and for DE Der KI, EE Der K2, 

, O(D) = 

ýb (E) = 

E A(K1) 

bi 0 Im(b2) 

Cl 0 IM(C2) 

I (D 2ý2 

To prove that 0 is an isomorphism we show that 

H' (KI) 0 K2 
3 

[A'(Ki 0 R), A'(Ki (9 R)]Vin= [A'(Ki), A' 333 3(Ki Tits 

[, 4'(Ki 0 R), A'(Ki (9 Ký)]Vin = [A'(KI), Hl (KI) 04 ]Tits 
3333 

-4'(Ki 
0 4)]Vin [Hý HI (KI) Ký ]Tits 

- 333 
Rrl ) (&Ký 

i 3ý 

where [, 1-vi., is used to describe the Lie brackets in the Vinberg construction and 

]Tits is used to describe the Lie brackets in the Tits- Freudentlial construction. 
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[A' (Ki (9 R), A' (Ki (9 R)]Vin 
- In V(Ki, K2) the bracket is 33 

[A, B]Vin::::::: (AB - BA)'+'E D�ijbij 

ij 

where A, BE A3(KI 0 R). When y and v are 1. the sum Y: 
ij D, 3 jbij 

reduces to D,,,,, which is the case here. In L3(KI, K2) the bracket is 

[A, BlTits ': -- (AB BA)'+ -1 
ED 

3 
-.., 

aij bj i 
ij 

which is clearly the same as the Vinberg bracket. 

2. [A' (KI OR), A' (Ki OKAVin. Let AE A'(KI OR) and B C- A'(KI OýC). 33332 

Then the bracket in the Vinberg construction is 

[A, B]Vin (AB - BA)' + jl 3Z 
Daij bij - 

ij 

In the Tits construction the equivalent bracket is, for AE A'(KI) and 3 

Box C Hl(&)OKýl 3 

[A, BO X]Tits 1::::::: (AB - BA) 0 x, 

since any matrix in H3(KI) (9 Ký can be written as the sum of (at most 

eight) matrices of the form H0a. Now V)-'(A) =A01 (E A'(Ki (2) R) 3 

and 0-'(B (9 x) =B (9 xC A'(Ki (2) Ký). Thus 3 

[V)-l (A), 0-1 (BO X)]Vin ::::::::: [A, BO XlVin 

«A(B 0 x) - (B o x)A)'+ 
! DAOI, B(&x 3 

= (AB - BA), 0x+ j' xýD A, B + ýA, BýD1, x) - 

Since A is anti-hermitian and B is hermitian, cancellation occurs and 
DA, B= 0. Also since (AB - BA) c H3f (Kj) 7 

(AB - BA)f = (AB - BA). 

Thus 

X)]Vin =(AB - B-4) Oj- 

= 0-1QA, BO X1 Tits) - 

Thus [. 4'(Ki 0 R)1,41 (Ki 0 Ký)]Vin= [A'(KI), H3(KI) (9 Ký ] 333 Tits. 
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3. [A'(Ki (&Ký), A'(Ki &Ký)]Vin- In this case the Tits- Freudeiit hal bracket 33 

is 

[A (D X, B0 YlTits 1 ýA, B) +A*B0 Im xy - (x. yý [LýI, LBI- 
6 

Consider the Lie bracket where V) (A (9 a) =C=A (3 a and (B 0 b) 
D=B0b. Then 

[C, D]Vin 
--(CD - DC)'+ 1E Dcij 

dij 3 
ij 

((A 0 a) (B (9 b) - (B (2) b) (A a))'+ d' 
E Dcij d, j 

ij 

= (AB (9 Re(ab) + AB & Im(ab) - BA 0 Re(ba) + BA (9 lm(ba))' 

-1 tr(AB (D ab - BA 0 ba) +1Y: D, 
ijdij 3 

ij 

= (A * B) o Im(ab) + (AB - BA)'o Re(ab) +1ZD 3 cij dij 
ij 

(A * B) 0 Im ab - [A, B]'o (a, bý 

((a, b)DAi,, 
Bi, + (Aij, Bij) D 3 a, b) 

ij 

= (A * B) 0 Im ab - [A, B]'o (a, b) + -1 ýA, BýDa, b 6 

-1 
Eýa, b)DAij, Bij 3 

ij 

=(A* B) (&Im ab+ lýA, BýDa, b -[A, B]'(& (a, bý 6 

I Y(ab)D 
3 Aij, Bji 

ij 

since E 
ij 

(Aij, Bij) - ý' (A, B) and Re (ab) 2= -(a, b). In Appendix A it is 

shown that any general element 
[LA, LBI of Der H3(K) can be written in 

1ED the form [A, B] + where [-4, B] E A' (K) and Bjj E 
3 Aij Bij 33 

Der K. Thus [0 (A (9 a), 0 (B (9) b) ] Vin --0([-4 (9 a, B0 blTits) 

2.2. The Santander-Herranz Construction. Ail (, -xt(, il,, ioii to the Vin- 

berg approach to magic square synimetry is given by Santender and Herraiiz in 

their construction of so-called 'C aYle. y- Klein' (CK) algebras. Start by defining 
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I, = diag(I, WOI , 
W02) ... ) WON) (whereWab = WaWa+l ... Wb) depending on X+I 

fixed non-zero co-efficients wi and ff ,=(01, -1,0 
). A matrix X is defined to be 

G-antihermitian if XtG + GX = 0. Santander and Herranz use these to define 

three series of classical CK-algebras. These are: 

1. The special antihermitian CK-algebra, sa, l ... WN (N + 1, K). This is the 

Lie algebra of 1, -antihermitian matrices, X, over K if K -- R, H and the 

subalgebra of such matrices with the condition tr X=0 if K=C. 

2. The special linear CK-algebra, 
-sf, ... WN (N+ 1, K). This is the Lie algebra 

of all matrices over K, X, with tr X=0 if K=R or C and Re (tr X) =0 
if K= 

3. The special symplectic CK-algebra, 
. 9n,, ... WN (2(N + 1), K). This is the 

Lie algebra of all ff,, -antihermitian matrices over K if K=R or H and 

the subalgebra of matrices with zero trace if K=C. 

For N= 1) 2 these definitions can be extended to include K=0 by adding 

the derivations of 0 in each case. A fourth CK-algebra can also be added, the 

metasymplectic CK-algebra, mn(N + 1, K) although the explicit form of this is 

not made clear, but is based on the definition of the metasymplectic geometry 

given in [13]. 

Now define the set of matrices 

-Wab Wab 

Jab Mab 

and 

H, Eo 
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where a, b= 0) 11 ... 7N with the condition that a<b; m=1, .... A' and mat- 

rix indices run over the range 0, ..., N. Further if X is one of t hese matrices 
then define X' = eiX and 

X, = X2 = X3 =0 
-x 0)(x0)(0 

--V 

) 

Also note that an isomorphism can be found such that J ý-ý Jab) Mab ý-4 Wb; 
2, 

M, ' 
b ý--+ Mab 

7 
Mab '-ý Wab' 

The first three rows and columns of the Tits- Freudenth al magic square can 

now be generalised to the (N + I)-dimensional case using the three CK-algebra 

series as follows 

Lie Algebra Lie span of the generators 
R c H 

(N + 1, K) 
... WN 

Jab Jab)Ma, 
b 

2 Jab'Ma, 
b'Mab 

S1, (N + 1, K) 1 ... WN m Jab) 
ab 

Jab 
i 
Mab Ma, 

b 
m Jab, 

ab, 
12 11 lal, 

b1 
ý'Ia2 

b 

sn, (N + 1, K) 
... WN 

Ja0&bj 
ilýLb; 2 MIb JabiKb; l ALb; 2) 

I 
a 

JabiKb; 1)Kb; 21Ma1b) 
Wab 

Then the symmetry of the (N+ 1) dimensional magic square (and consequently 

of the 3x3 magic square) can be explained as follows. 

Each algebra is a subalgebra of all the algebras to its right and below it. 

This can also be expressed by saying that as we move from left to right and 

from top to bottom across the square in each step the same new generators 

appear. Explicitly, moving from the top algebra (sa) to the bottom (-sn), in 

each column ýVab appears in the first step (sa -ý 51) and IýLbj appears m t1w 

second (. sl -ý sn). Similarly moving from left to right, 1 
-W,, 

'b is the additional 

generator after the first step and _I 
2 is the additional generator after the Iab 

second - 
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In more recent work Santander [34] has gone on to define the tensor algebra 

sa., ... WN(N + 1, K, (9 K2) which he indicates to be an extension of the Viiiberg 

construction which may includes all simple Lie algebras, i. e. any simple Lie 

algebra can be written in the form sa., ... WN(N + 1, K, 0 K2) for an appropriate 

choice of wi, N, K, and K2 
. Explicitly this is the algebra of (N + 1) x (. V + 1) 

matrices with entries in K, 0 K2 and the derivations of K, and K2. 

Thus we have a second way of approaching an explanation of the sYmmetrY 

of the magic square and indeed to classify all simple Lie algebras in terms of 

matrices with entries in the division algebras. 

2.3. The Triality Construction. A third way of giving the magic square 

a clearly symmetric formulation will be given in terms of the previously defined 

trialdy algebra. One further definition is required before this formulation can 

be given. 

DEFINITION 2. Let Fi(x) = Cx, (x) where Cx : H3(K) -4 H3(K) is the 

commutator map 

Cx(H) = XH - HX 

and X is the antihermitian 3x3 matrix given by 

o -z 

x= 0 -x 

-y 0 

7-- Xl (X) + X2 (Y) + X3 (Z) 
- 

Then the following Theorem makes explicit the symmetry in the 3x3 

magic square. 

THEOREm 6. For any two composition algebras K, and K2, 

(65) L3(Ki ý 
K2) = Tri K, (@ Tri K2+3K, (& K2 
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in which Tri K, ED Tri K2 is a Lie subalgebra; 

(66) [TliFi(X(DY)l-: --Fi(T1iX1OX2) E13K1OK2 

(67) [T2 
iFi 

(X (9 Y)l :: -- Fi (XI (9 T2iX2) E 3K, OK2 

if T, - (TI, Ta2, Ta3) E Tri K (oz = 1,2), and 

Fl(XI (9 X2) +F2 (YI 0 Y2) + F3 (ZI (9 Z2) --":: 
(X 1 (3 X2 i YI 0 Y2 i Zl 0 Z2) 

c 3K, (g K2 ; 

F Xl (68) [Fi (-, r- 10 12) 1j 
(YI (3 Y2) Fk (91 - 

c 3K, &K2 

if x., y. Ei K2 and k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3); and 

(69) [Fi (271 (9 12) iFi(YI 
0 Y2)] (121 Y2)0i-ITxlyl + (xl 

7 yl)oi- 1 TX, 
2Y2 

E Tri K, E) Tri K2 

57 

PROOF. The vector space structure (37) of L3(KI, K2) can be written using 
Theorem 4, as 

L3(KI, K2) = DerH3(K, )+H3(KI) 0 Ký + Der K2 

= (Tri K-ý 3KI) + (2Ký +3K, 0 2Ký) + Der K2 

= Tri K, -ý (Der K2-ý2Ký) ý- (3K, 0 Ký +3K, ) 

Tri K, ý- Tri K2+3K, 0 K2. 

We use the following notation for the elements of the five subspaces of 
L3 (KI, K2): 

Tri KC Der H3(Ki) contains elements T= (Ti, T2, T3) acting on H3(Ki) 

as in Theorem 4: 

Tc = 0, TPi(x) = Pi(Tix) (x C K, i=1,2,3) 
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2.3K, is the subspace of Der H3(KI) containing the elements Fi(x) defined 

in Theorem 4; these will be identified with the elements Fi(x 0 1) c 
3K, (9 Ký. 

I 2Ký is the subspace A (9 Ký of H3(KI) (9 Ký, where Ac H3(KI) iý, the 

subspace of real, diagonal, traceless matrices and is identified with the 

subspace of Tri K as described in Lemma 7. We will regard 2Ký as a 

subspace of 3Ký, namely 

2K'2= f (a,, a2, a3) E 34 : a, +a2+ a3 = 01 

and identify a= (a,, a2, a3) with the 3x3 matrix 

a, 00 

A(a) 0 a2 0 H3(KI) 0 Ký 

00 a3 

and with the triality T(a) - (TI, T2, T3) where Tj - 
Laj 

- R,,, (see the 

remark after the proof of Lemma 8). 
K-A 4.3K, , ýy Ký is the subspace of H3(Ki 0 Ký) spanned by elements Pi (x) (9 a 

(Z = 1,2,3 :xc Ki, aC Ký); it is also a subspace of 3K, 0 K2 in the 

obvious way. 

5. Der K2 is a subspace of Tri K2 ,a derivation D being identified with 
(D, D, D) E Tri K2. 

To complete the proof we must verify that the Lie brackets defined by 

Tits (see Section 1 of this Chapter) coincide with those in the statement of 

the theorem. The above decomposition of L3(Ki, K2) into five parts gives us 

fifteen types of bracket to examine. We will write Tits for the bracket defined 

in section I and[ ,] here for that defined above. 

1. [Tri KI, rRi K2]: For T1, T2 GTr'KI . 
[TI 

ý 
T21Tits is the bracket in Der H3(K, ). 

which bY Theorem 4 is the same as [TI 
7 

T2]here. 
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2. [Tri Ki, 3K, ]: For TE Tri KI, Fi (x (9 1) c 3K1, 

[T, Fi (X) I 
Tits= F, (Tix) see Theorem 4 

= Fi (Tix 0 1) = [T, Fi (x (91)lhere- 

3. [Tri Ki, 2K21: For T, c Tri Ki, (a, b, c) G 2Ký, 

[Tj, (a, b, C)]Tits [T, ei (D a+ e2 0b+ e3 0 Cl :::::::: 

59 

since in Theorem 4 Tri K, was obtained as the subspace of derivations 

which annihilate the diagonal matrices ej. On the other hand, 

[Ti, (a, b, C) ]here ý [TI, T2(a, b, c)] - 

4. [Tri Ki, 3K, (9 Ký ]: For T, (E Tri Ki, Pi (x 0 a) G 3K, (S) Ký I 

(70) [Ti, Pi(x (9 a) = Pi(Tlix (9 a) -- [Ti, Pi(x (9 a)] here - 

5. [Tri KI, Der K2]Tits C [Der H3(KI), Der K2] = 0, while 
[Tri Ki, Der K2 ]here C [Tri K, , Tri K2] = 

6. [3KI, 3K, ]: 3K, = 3K, 0R is spanned by Fj (x) = Fj (x (9 1) 

(Z = 1,2,3; xC Kj) 
, and [Fi (X) 

i 
Fj (Y)ITits is given by Theorem 4, while 

[Fi (X 0 1) 
7 
Fj (Y 0 1) 1 here is the same since Tx,, 

y, 
0 if X2 7 Y2 E R. 

7. [3K,, 2Ký ]: For Fj (x) C 3KI, a= (a,, a2, a3) C2Ký with (al+a2+ a3 -- 

0), 

[Fi (x), a]Tits [Fi (x), Z ei 0 ai] C [Der H3(K1), Hl (K1) (9 4] 3 

= Pi(x) 0 (aj - ak) 

while 

by (5 6) 

[Fi (x), alhere:::::: [Fi, (x 0 1), T(a)] C [3K1 (9 K2 
. 
Tri K2 ] 

= Fi(x (9 (aj - ok)). 
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8. [3Kl, 3K, (9 Ký ]: For Fi (x) E 3KI, Fj (y & a) c 3K, (9 W2, 

[Fi (x), Fi (y 0 a)]Tits 1--- [Fi (x), Pi (y) 0 a] c [Der H3(KI), H3(KI) o 4] 

- 2(x, y)(ej - ek) 0aC H3(KI (9 4 

--2 ýx, y) (al, a2, a3) C 24 

where ai = 0, aj = a, ak= -a (i k cyclic). On the other hand 

[Fi (x), Fi (y 0 a) I here "'-- [Fi (x 0 1), Fi (y 0 a) ] 

'::: _ - (X3 Y)Oi-ITI, a 

= [Fi (x), Fi (y 0 a)]Tits 

since Tl,,, = (2L,, + R, 2R, 2L,, ) which is identified with (0,2a, -2a) 
E Ký in paragraph 3 above. If Z0j and (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation 

of 1,2) 3) 7 

[Fi (x), Fj (y 0 a)]Tits-:::::::: [Fi(x), Pj(yoa)] c[DerH3(K1), H3(K1) 0 K2 ] 

-- Pk (9t) (9 aE H3"(KI) (3 IýC2 

F k(g -) 0aC 3K, o Ký 

while [Fi (x), Fj (y 0 a) I here =: - Fk (9, T) 0a since a= -a. Similarly, 

[Fi (x), Fk (y 0 a) I Tits = Fk (ty) (9 a= [Fi W, Fk (y (9 a) I here - 

9. [3KI, Der K21Tits C [Der H3(KI), Der K2] =0 

and 

[3KI, Der K2 I 
here E [3K, (9 R, Der K2] = 
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10. [2Ký, 2Ký ]: For a, bE 2Ký , with a= (a,, a2, a3) and b= (bl. b2, b3) 

where a, + a2+ a3- bi + b2+ b3 "::::::: 01 

[al b]Tits [Z ei 0 ai, Z ej 0 bj] 

=Z «ei, ejýDai, bj + (ei * ej) (D Im (ai bj) + (ai, bj) [L�, L, 
j 
]) 

(26ijDai, bj+ Sij (2ei -ý IL) (9 1 [ai, bj 32 
ij 

(2D,,, + 51ci 0 (2[ai, bi] - [aj, bj] - [ak, b 
, bi 3 kl)) 

[a, b] here 

11. [2Ký, 3K, 0 Ký]: For a= (a,, a2, a3) G 2Ký and Fi(x 0 b) c 3K, 0 Ký 
I 

[a, Fi (x 0 b)]Tits [ei 0 ai + ej 0 aj + ek 0 ak, Pi (X) 0 b] 

= Pi (x) (9 -' [aj, b] + Pi (x) (3 1 [ak, b] - (aj - ak , b) Fi (x). 

The first two terms belong to the subspace 3K, (9 W2 of H3' 0 Ký and the 

third to the subspace 3K, of Der H3(KI), so together they constitute an 

element of 3K, (9 K2 : 

[a, Fi (x 0 b)1 Tits = Fi (x 0( -1 [aj, b] = -' [ak, b] - (aj - ak, 22 

= Fi(x 0 (ajb - 
bak)) 

= Fi (x 0 T(a)ib) 

= [a, Fi (x (9 b)] here 

12. [2DC2 DerK2]: Tits's bracket (38) coincides with the bracket in TriK2 

as given by Lemma 7. 

13. [3K, (9 Ký, 3K, 0 Ký ]: For Pi (x), Pi (y) C 3K, and a, bE Ký, if Z :Aj and 

1*7 k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3) then 

[pi (x) o a, Pj (y) 0 b]Tits- Pk(gij 01 [o, b] - «i 
ý 
bý Fk ( -ij 
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by equation (54d). This is an element of 3K, & Ký +3K, (9 R which is 

identified with the following element of 3K, (9 K2 : 

Fk (9. -t 01 Qa, b] - (a-b + ba)) = Fk (9t 0 -bCt) 
2 

= [Fi (x (9 a), Fj (y (9 b)] here - 

If i=J, then 

[Pi (x) 0 a, Pi (y) (D bl Tits- 4(x, yýDa, b 

IT 1(x, y)(-2ei+ej+e-k)(&[a, b]-(a, b)O'- x, y. 2 

The second term belongs to the subspace 2Ký and it is to be identi- 

fied with the triality 1(x, y)O'-'T where T, = 
l(L[a, 

b] - 
R[a, b])i 

T2 
33 

(R[a, 
b] + 2L[a, b]) and T3 (2R[a, 

b] + L[a, b]). By (43), T= Ta 33b. 
Hence 

[Pi (x) 0 a, Pi (y) 0 b] Tits = (x, y) 0'- 1 Ta, b - (a, b) 0'- 1 Tx, y. 

14. [3K, 0 Ký, Der K2] is given by the action of Der K2 on the second factor 

of the tensor product in both cases. 

15. [Der K2 DerK2] is given by the Lie bracket of Der K2 in both cases. 

El 

Notice that if Lemma 7 is applied to the triality symmetric vector space 

then 

L3(KI, K2) = Der K, +2DVI + Der K2+2Ký +3K, (9 K2 

which can be written as 

L3 (Kl, K2) = Der Kl +2DV, (9 R-ý Der K2+2R (9 Ký +3K, (9 K2. 

Applying Theorem 5 gives 

L3(KI, K2) = A3(Ki OK2) -ý Der K, -ý Der K2. 

The isomorphism of the Lie brackets follows since both spaces are isornorphic 

to the Tits construction. 
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Thus all three ways of considering the symmetry of the 3x3 magic square 
reduce to being different ways of looking at the same underlying vector spýice. 

3. The 2x2 Magic Square 

The Tits construction can also be adapted for 2x2 matrix algebras. In 
this case we take the vector space to be 

L2(Ki, K2) = DerH2(K, )+H2(KI) (9 Ký +* -so 
(Ký) 

which is again a Lie algebra when taken with the brackets 

(72) [D, Ao x] = D(A) (D 

[E, A0 x] =A0 E(x) 

[D, E] =0 

[A(&x, Boy]=1(A, B)D -(x, yý[LA, L 4 X)y BI 

where the symbols used in this set of brackets are defined in the same way as 
the ones used in the 3x3 case. Let the elements of 5o(K) be s,,, y where 

(73) sxly (Z) = (X, Z) y- (Y, Z) x 

If K1, K2 are division algebras then this gives the compact magic square 
for 2x2 matrix algebras whose complexifications are 

R T- H 

L2(K, R) D, AIB1C1 C2 r=B2 B4 

L2(KI (C) A, B, C, A, E) A, A3 D3 D5 

L2(K7 H) C2 B2 A3 D3 D4 D6 

L2(KI 0) B4 D5 D6 D8 

In Chapter 3 it will be shown that the isomorphism 

L2(KI, K2) ýiO(1"l + 1"2) 

holds, thus giving the square 
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R C H ý 

L2(K, R) so(2) so(3) so(5) so(9) 

L2(K, (ý, ) so(3) so(4) so(6) so(lo) 

L2(K, Cff) so(5) ýio(6) so(8) so(12) 
L2(K, (5) so(9) so(IO) so(12) so(16) 

If K2 is one of the split composition algebras FC, fiff or 6 this becomes 

L2(Ki, K2 S0 (1"l + 11"2 1-12) - 22 

giving the magic square 

Rý Hý (D--] 

L2(K, R) so (2) so(3) so(5) so(9) 
L2(K, so (2,1) so (3,1) so (5,1) so (9,1) 

L2(K, so (3,2) 
-s o (4,2) so (6,2) 

-s o (10,2) 

L2(K, so (5,4) so (6,4) so (8,4) 
-s o (12,4) 

As in the 3x3 case, these Lie algebras can be identified with certain types of 
2x2 matrix algebras, namely 

1 1R C H ý 

Der H2(K) L2(K, R) zo (2) zu(2) sq (2) z0 (9) 

Str H2( K) ý-'- L2(KI (C) z( (2, R) -5t(2, 
C) z( (2, H) -9 [ 

(2,0) 

Con H2(K) L2 (Ki 
-5p 

(4, R) zu(2,2) zp (4, H) -5p 
(4,0) 

L2 (K, 0) £io(5,4) so(6,4) zo(8,4) eo(12,4) 

Again this extends the concepts of the Lie algebras sa(2, K), sf(2, K) and 

sp (2, K) to K=H and 0. Note that su(2,2) sp (4, 

4. Symmetry Property of the 2x2 Magic Square 

To give a symmetric representation of the 2x2 magic square Nve first require 

the following theorem. 
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THEOREm 7. The derivation algebra of H2(K) can be expressed in the 
form 

(74) Der H2(K) 2 

PROOF. From Appendix A we see that for each AE 
. 42(K) there is a 

derivation D(A) of H2(K) given by 

D(A)(X) = AX - XAI 

since the identity 

[A, tX, Yl] =f [A, X], Yl +fX, [A, Y] 1 

holds. We consider H2(K) as a Jordan algebra with product 

X-Y-XY+YX 

We can write a matrix AE H2(K) as follows 

ax 
)= 

AI + pE + P(x) 

where A=ý, '(a + 0), p= ý'(a - 0), E= (0' ý, ) and P(x) = (, 0, xo). Then the 20- 

Jordan multiplication can be rewritten as 

E-E=I 

P(x) - P(y) = 2(x, y)l 

E- P(x) = 0. 

Thus H2(K) can be identified with J(V), the Jordan algebra associated with 

the inner product space V-K ED R. J (V) is a subalgebra of the anticommut- 

ator algebra of the Clifford algebra Cl (V), where v-w= (v. w) 1. Derivat ions 

of this algebra must satisfý, 

D(1) =0 

(1, D(v)) = 
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Thus 

(75) (D (v), w) + (D (w), v) 0 

i. e. D is an antisymmetric map of v. Hence Der H2(K) C o(K+R). Since aiiy 

element of o (K (D R) will satisfy equation (75), it is also true that Der H2(K) D 

o (K-ý R). 

Considering the matrix structure of o (K-ý R) this can be written as o (K) + K. 

Consider the action of K on the (v + 1) x1 column vectors (01 ) and ('0). The 

real coefficients of kCK are expressed as the final row and column in ýi 
(v + 1) x (v + 1) block matrix, written as the vector k. Then 

kk 

ký (xý ( 

-k' 0) ý0) 

( 

-k'x 

) 

Thus k maps E to P (k) and P (x) to - (k, x) E. Now considering the equivalent 
0 k) 

multiplication where ( is a matrix in A' (K) and (0 x) is a matrix in 
-k o2X0 

H'(K)7 2 

0 (k, x) - 

-( 
(k, x) 

) 

i. e. multiplication by 0tk) in J(V) is equivalent to commutation with 
(-k 

0 

0- 
k) 
2 in A' (K). 

k02 
2 

Further o (K) =o (W G R) can be split into o (R) -ýK. Consider the action 

of the vxv matrix ( Ot 1), where I is the vector of the real co-efficients of 10 

, on the vectors ( Oy ) and ( 0, ) with y Ei K: 0 

1 y 0 

it 
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and we obtain (by a similar method) that multiplication by ( Ot 1) in J(I 10 

is equivalent to commutation with 
20 

in A'(K). Further so(W) acts on 02 2 
J (V) precisely as it does on H2(K). Thus we have 

Der H2(K) = A' (K) +so (DC) 2 

as required. 

The brackets in A'(K, )+. so(KI) are given by 2 

[A, B] = (AB - BA)'+ S(A, B) 

[S, A] = S(A) 

[SI S/] = ss 
/-sfs 

F-1 

with A, BE A'(KI) and S, S' E -so(KI) and S(A) describes S acting element- 2 

wise on A as defined in equation (73). Note that as in the 3x3 case (AB - BA)' 

is the traceless part of (AB - BA). Further S(A, B) is defined in a similar 

manner to D(A, B), namely 

S(A, B) C=E Saij, bji (C) 
- 

ij 

Thus 

L2(Ki, K2) = A'(Kj)+. so(DVj)-ýH2(Kj) (9 Ký +so (Ký). 2 

Consequently we can write the vector space L2 (KI, K2) in a clearly symmetric 

form as shown in the next theorem. 

THEOREm 8. For any two composition algebras K, and K2, 

L2(Ki) K2) 
-::::: so (Ki) +Kj (9 K2+-SO(K2) 

where so(K, )+. so(K2) is a Lie subalgebra and the brackets are defined as 

[Sij, a0 b] = Sij (a) 0b 

(76) [Tij, a0 b] =a0 Tij (b) 

b, c0 d] = (b, d)Sa, + (a. c)Tbd 
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with Sij C so(KI), Tij E so(K2) and a(&b(EKI (DK2. 

PROOF. Begin by considering the vector space L2(Kl, K2). Then 

L2(KI) K2)= A'2(Kj)+so(ýVj)+H2(Kj) 0 ýV2+so(K2) 

-ýKi) +zo (Eý1) + (R4 KI) +zo 

zo(KI)+K, 0 K2+. Go(K2) 

by Theorem 7. Notice that the isomorphism 0: L2(Kl, K2 ) 
---ý 

. 6o (KI) -ýKj (9 K2+so(K2) can be defined as 

ab 
a+ b 

-b -a 

x 0Y try +X 

V) (Sxy )= sxy 

V) (t, Y) 
= txyl 

where t,, y 
is an element of ýio(K2). 

61ý 

Consider the four brackets between each part of the -so 
(Ki) +Kj OK2+so(K2) 

vector space structure. Using a similar notation to that found in Section 2 the 

brackets being used are clarified, i. e. the brackets defined in equation (76) will 

be denoted[, jh, and the brackets previously defined will be denoted[, I Tits - 

1. [so(Kj), so(K2)]. The vector space structure used to obtain so(Kj)+so(K2) 
from L2(Kl, K2) gives 

[. so(Ki ), SO(K2 )]here [-50(DVj)+DV17-S0X2)+JKýlhere 

[. SO(DVI))-SO(Ký)]Tits+[DVI, -50(4)lhere 

0 Ký I 
here + [DVI 

- 
14 ] 

here 

Clearly [Wj, so(Ký)Ihere ::::::::: 
[50(Kj), KýJhere ::::::::: 0 (since so(Kj) cannot act 

on an element of K2 and vice versa), and hv Tits [50(KI), 50(K2)]Tits -0 
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also. We check that [W1, Kýj =0 by considering the bracket 

x 

ob = ob 

-( 0 
-0- 

Thus [-5O(KI), 
-5O(K2)lhere = [5o(Ki), -SO 

(K2)]Tits- 

69 

2. [so (Ki ), K, 0 K2]. Again by examination of the vector space structure 

this splits into two parts, [so (K, ), Ki 0 K2 I herewhich is clearly equal to 

Tits bracket since in the Tits construction so(KI) acts elementwise on 

matrices containing elements of Ki and [5o(R), Ki 0 K2]. To prove this 

consider the equivalent brackets in the Tits construction and then apply 

V) - 

xa xa + ax 
3 (D b=0 

0 -x 

)(ä0)( 

-xä - äx 0 

01 
si. (a) 0 b. (1 

0) 
Applying 0 to this gives the required result. 

I [so (K2), K, OK2] - 
Again we need not consider the bracket [so (Ký), K, (3 

K2] since this is clearly the same as the Tits bracket. The same method 

as with the previous bracket will be used. In this case 

00a0a100a 

(9 b+ tyb 

0 al 0)( -a 

-0)00) 

- (y, b) [L(i 
o, ), L(O a)] +y 

0-a0-(0 -1 0 

)- 

0a0a 
-2(y, b) 

(0) 

+2 

(0) 

Oy 

Applying 0 to this gives a0 tly(b + 1) as expected. Thus [5o(K2), K, 

K2]here :: --' [so (K2), K, (9 K2]Tits- 
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4. [Kl 0 K2 
, K, (9 K2]. Again we work from the Tits representation and 

apply V) to give the required result. Consider 

0a 
Im b+0a Re b, (9 1m d+ Re d 

-( a 0) 
(-a 

0) 
( 

1ý 0)( -Zý 0)- 

=1 (Im b, Im dý [L 
(0 a), 

L (o �) 
] oi; 

OC- 
» tIm(b) Im(d) 

ä0E0 

0a [(-ä 0) Re b, (" e) (D Im d] - [( 0 ') Re d, (0 a) 0 Im b] E0 _E 0ä0 
0a 

-cLO)Reb, 
( 0 o)Red] Zý 0 

- (a, C)tlm(b) Im(d) - ýlm b, Im d) Im (ac) ( -o' ol ) 

ýa, c) (0' ý, ) 0 (Re(b) Im(d) + Im(b) Re(d)) 0- 

(Re (b), Re (d)) Im (ac) 

By application of ýb we obtain (a, C)tbd + ýb, d)Sa, as required. 

Thus we have shown that all brackets are equivalent and our magic square 

has the symmetrical vector space construction so(K, )+Kl 0 K2+so (K2)- 



CHAPTER 3 

Magic Squares of 2x2 Matrices 

In this Chapter we present the proofs of the following theorems. 

THEOREM 9. For K=R, C, H and 0, 

L2(KI, K2)'= so (Ki +K2) 

L2(KI, k2 
SO( I (I"I + IJ2)) 11"2 

22 

THEOREM 10. The following isomorphisms are true for the four division 

algebras, K=R, C, H and 0. 

(77a) L2(K, R) Der H2(K) 

(77b) L2(K, (ý) Str H2(K) 

(77c) L2(K, fff )C on H2(K) 

We prove Theorem 9 by extending the symmetric form of the Tits con- 

struction given in the previous chapter. We then prove equation (77c) and 

notice that the proof of this contains the isomorphisms for equations (77a) 

and (77b). Finally we prove the following theorem 

THEOREM 11. If K is a division algebra then 

(78) sa (2, K) L2(K, R) 

(79) s1 (2, K) L2(K, 

(80) sp(4, K) L2(K, 

where -qa(2, 
C) = su(2) and sl(2. C) has its usual meaning. 

71 
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1. The Magic Square of (pseudo) - orthogonal algebras 

Using Theorem 7 write L2(KI I K2) as 

L2(KI 
12++1 (KI) 0 Ký +-5o (Ký) K2)- A' (IF,, ) '-50(DVD H2 f 

In Theorem 8 it was shown that this is equivalent to 

so(K, )ý-Kj (9 K2-ýso(K2). 

To see how this becomes ýso(K, +K2) it is easiest to consider a mati-Ex, in 

so (KI -ýK2) as consisting of four blocks, of which the two diagonal blocks are 

5o(Ki) andso(K2) and the two off diagonal blocks are K, 0 K2 (considered as 

vectors) and an antisymmetric reflection of this. A diagramatic representation 

of this can be found in Figure I below. 

si o (Ki) I K, (& K2 

SO(K2) 

FIGURE 1. Diagramatic representation of so (Ki -ýK2) 

Throughout this Chapter the notation k will be used to denote the column 

vector in R' of the real co-efficients of the hypercomplex number kGK (where 

k can be written k= kiej and i=0, ..., v). Also define G to be the metric 

matrix for K2 
. 

When K2 is a division algebra G is merely the identitY matrix, 

whereas when K2 is a split algebra G is a diagonal matrix consisting of (! LI - 1) 2 

positive 1's and (! L2 + 1) negative 1's. The order of the positive and negative 2 

elements in G is determined by the choice of constants in the Cayley- Dickson 

process. Thus for the choice of constants made in Chapter 1. the matrix G is 
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given by 

when K=ý 

diag(l, 1, -11 -1) when K= fi 

diag(l, 1,1,1, -17 -11-17 -1) when K=0. 

73 

These calculations show that the isomorphisms ýo : L2(KI, K2 ) 
-ý 50(1, *'l + 1'12 ) 

and V) : L2(Kl, k2 
50 (1"l +1 1ý2 v2) are essentially the same and only 22 

depend on a change in the metric G, i. e. it is not necessary to consider the 

division algebra and split algebra cases separately but merely to change the 

value of G as appropriate. 

The following Lemma will be extremely useful in the proof of Theorem 10. 

LEMMA 9. If a, bE R' are the vector representations of the hypercomplex 

numbers a, bGK then 

1. a'b is equivalent to (a, b) = Re(ab). 

2. c ý-ý (ba' - ab')c is the same map as C '--ý Sa, b 
(C) 

- 

v PROOF. 1. Notice that Wa Ei=l biai. But 

(a, b) = Re(ab) 

-Z ai bi (ei)' 

aibi 

as required. Clearly Re (ab) = -(a, b). 

2. First observe that the i-] th component of ab' - bal is ai bj - bi aj. If this 

acts on a, further vector representation of a hypercomplex number, sa. y 

c then the ith element of the resultýing vector will be 

E((iibj 
- bioj)(-j. 

i 
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Now consider the action of the element Sa, b C -5o(K) on the hypercomplex 

number c. Then 

Sa, b(c) - (a, c) b- (b, c) a 

aicib - bicia 

Thus the co-efficient of ej will be Ei(aibj - biaj)ci. 

Thus the Lemma is proved. F1 

PROOF OF THEOREM 10. Let s be a typical element of -so(Ki), 
ta typical 

element of ýio (K2) and k, (9 k2 a typical element of K, (2) K2 
. 

Label the rep- 

resentation of L2(KI, K2) given by so (KI) -ýKj 0 K2+. so(K2) as L2(KI, K2), ym 

with Lie brackets denoted by [i ]SYM, and the representation of L2(KI, K2) given 

by so (KI -ýK2) as L2(KI, K2)p,, with Lie brackets denoted by [, ]pO. Then define 

a map 0: L2(Kl, K2), ym -ý L2(Ki, K2) p,, by 

O(s k, o k2 
8 kik'G 2 

-Gk2k, t 

To prove that this is indeed a Lie algebra isomorphism (since it is clearly a 

vector space isomorphism) consider the six Lie brackets that arise between the 

vector spaces of L2(Ki I 
K2)sym* 

I. [-so (Ki), so (Ki)]. For s, s' c -so 

f Si S SYM 88 /-8/8 

and 

[Os), v)(S, )Ipo = 
ss -sfs0 

0 
Clearly these are equivalent. 

[ýio(Kj), so(K2)]. In both cases the brackets are zero. 

I [. so (Ki), K, (9 K21. In this case 

[s, ki 0 k2]sym= s(ki) 0 k2ý 
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whereas, 

s00 kik'G 
[V)(s), 0(ki 0 k2)lpo 

00)I( 
-Gk2k'l 02 

0 sklk'G 
Gk2k'l s0) 

0 (skl)k'G (-Gk2(k'ls') 

02 

=, o ([s, ki (9 k2lsym) 
- 

4. [Ki 0 K2 Kl OK2] - In this case 

[ki (9 k2) 11 (9 12]sym 
-: -:: (k I, 

ll)Sk2712+ (k21 12ýSkj, lj - 

Now, 

[V)(ki 0 k2) 
7 

V) (11 (9 12)] 
po 

0 kik'G 0 2 

t 
-Gk2k'l 0 -G1211 

-kik2GG121t, + 111'2GGk2k t, 

0 

(12, k2)Skl, ll 0 

0 ý11, ki) Sk2 
712 

lll'G 2 

0 

0 

-Gk2k'llll'2G+GI21'lklk'2G) 

since GG -- 1. 

=0 Qk, (9 k2 
1 

11 0 121 
sym) 
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5. [so (K2), K, 0 K2], [so (K2), so (K2)]. The method for the final two brack- 

ets is exactly the same as that of the first two. 

2. The Conformal Algebra 

11 

Start by defining the structure and conformal algebms as they appIN, t(, 

the 2x2 hermitian matrix cwsc. The structure algebra is a subalgebra of the 
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conformal algebra, and the derivation algebra a subalgebra of the structure 

algebra. This means that the isomorphism for the conformal algebra mcludes 

the isomorphisms for the structure algebra, and trivially for the derivation 

algebra. From equations (34) and (74) deduce that 

Str'H2(K) = H2(K)-ýA(K)+£io(W). 2 

This is a Lie algebra with brackets defined by the statements 

1. Der H2(K) = A'(K)+-so(K) is a subalgebra of Str'H2(K) 2 

2. Denoting the elements of the algebra by 

Dc DerH2(K) 

HE H2(K) 

the brackets are 

[D, H] = D(H) 

[H, H'] - [LH 
ý 

LHI ] 

where the derivation [LH, LH, ] is an element of Der H2(K). 

For the conformal algebra given by (35) define the Lie brackets by taking Str J 

as a subalgebra and the brackets as below. Take the elements of Con H2(K) 

to be 

Str J 

(X, y) e [H2 (K) ]2 

Then if R -4 R* is an involutive automorphism which is the identity on Der J 

and multiplies elements of S2 by -1 the Lie brackets are 

[T, (X, Y)] = (TX. T *), ) 

Rx, 0) , (1 -1 0)1 = l(oý X), (0, ý -)] =0 
[(X, 0), (0, Y)] = Mxy + 2[Lýv, Ly]. 
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In the case of the conformal algebra for 2x2 hermitian matrices substitute 
H2(K) for J in equation (35) to obtain 

Con H2(K) = Str H2(K) + [H2(K)] 2 

This can be expanded to 

(82) Con H2(K) = H2(K)-ýA2(K)+so(W)+R-ý[H2(K)] 2 

Note that as a vector space this is equivalent to L2(K, fl) since 

L2(K, A'(K) + so (K) + H2(K) +. so (2,1) 2 

A'(K)+. so(K)+3H2(K)+3R 2 

A'(K)+so(K)-ýH2(K)+R+[H2(K)]2 2 

Define the Lie brackets exPlicitly for Con H2(K) by considering the follow- 

ing elements 

DC DerH2(K) 

HE H2(K) 

T) rI 

(X, Y) G [H2(K)]2. 

Then the brackets are 

[D, r] = [r, H] = [r, r'] =0 

[D, H] = D(H) 

(X. Y)] = (D(X), D(Y)) 

IT, (X, Y)] = (rx) -ry) 
(X, Y)] = (H - X) -H - Y) 

with the brackets for (X, ) -) defined as above. The algebras Str H2(K) and 

Con H2(K) can also be thought of in terms of 2x2 matrices over H2(K). 
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Writing Str H2(K) and Con H2(K) in this way gives 

Str H2(K) = Der H2(K) -ý 

(0 

Con H2(K) = Der H2(K) + 
c 

0 )Ac 
H2(K) 

B ) 
A, B, CEH2(K) 

In this section denote the elements of L2(K, 9) by 

Ac A'(K) 2 

so (ýV) 

BOI, Coj, Do ke H2(K) 0 

along with the basis elements of so (IFT) 
- so(2,1) which will be labelledS12)813 

andS23 where 

12 

V 

0 

13 

S23 
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Now define an isomorphism 0: L2(KI ft) 
-+ Con H2(K) by 

O(A) =A v)(s) =s 

O(B B 

V)(C 1 (C, Q, V)(D & k) (D -2 2 

'(s12) = (I, -I), 

'0(823) - 
1- 

- hi I) - 

This can also be defined in terms of 4x4 matrices as 

D) 

O(A) A v)(s) s 

B0 
O(B 0 1) 

0 -B 

o ic 0 
O(C 2 O(D o k) 

'D 

(2 

00o !I 
2 (S 

12) = 13) 

(2 

10 
(823) = 

(0 

19 

The proof is a series of routine calculations of each product in both algebras 

showing that the isomorphism holds in all cases, the results of which can be 

found in tabular form on the next page. 

Now L2(K, ý-; ) is embedded in L2(K, 9) because t is embedded in El and 

maps L2(K, t) to Str'H2(K). Thus if we define 01 -- V) I L2(K7 t) then V), 

is an isomorphism between L2(K, e. ) and Str'H2(K). Similarly we can define 

02 L2(K, R) ýis an isomorphism between L2(K, R) and Der H2(K) bY 

restricting (/, to L., (K, R). Thus Nve have obtained proofs for all the 2x2 

isomorphisms. 
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cq 
cfý 
C', 

cfý C: ) 

m 
cli 

14 

QQ 

cn 
CN i 

cfý 

C'I cq 

171 q ýq 4ý cfý CC I: f: 

80 

FIGURE 2. Multiplication Tables for L2(K, H) and Con(H2(K). 
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-IN -IN 
C: ) C) _IN -I ,I CD 

CD _IN CD _IN 

IN -IN _IN Ir 

IN 

ýJcq ýIcq _IN C: ) 

-IN 

I 

IQ llý 

lv IN IN 

-IN 
CD C) 

-IN CJ -IN C) C: ) C: D 

CQ -IC, 4 -IN -IN 
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3.2 x2 NIATRIX ALGEBRAS 

3.2 x2 Matrix Algebras 

Begin by defining the 2x2 matrix algebras as follows 

-sa(2, K) = A'(K)+. so(K) 2 

sl(2, K) = L'(K)+so(K) 2 

, sp (4, K) -- fA: At J+ JA = 01 +zo (K). 

82 

This is a reasonable definition since then sa(2, C) - su(2, C) and sf(2, C) has 

its usual definition. Define the Lie brackets for each of -sa(2, 
K), S((2, K) and 

-sp 
(4, K) as follows. In each case let s, s' be elements of -so 

(K) and let 
.4 and 

B be matrices in A' (K), L' (K) or fA: At J+ JA - 01 respectively. Then the 22 
Lie brackets can be defined as 

ISISI 
= ss, - S's 

[s, A] = s(A) 

[A, B] - (AB - BA)'+ s(A, B). 

Now clearly sa(2, K) L2(K, R) since 

L2(K, R) = Der H2(K) 

-A (K)+so(K) 

by Theorem 7. Further L2(K, t) 
= A'(K)+so(K)+H2(K) &i. Consequently 2 

defining V) : L2(K, 1(2, K) by 

V)(A) =A 

V) (S) = 
=H 

gives a Lie algebra isomorphism (by simple calculations to check the Lie brack- 

et's) - 
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Finally to see that L2(K, ]ý) ! ---- sp (4, K) define the isomorphism 
0: L2(K, fl) 

-ý, sp (4, K) by 

O(A +D+H, + H2 + H3 0k+r, Ci + r2C3 + r3Ck) 

A+H, + iril H2 + 7'2 -1 -H3 
I r3l 22+D. 

H2 + r2l+ H3 + lr3l A-H, -'ril 22 

83 

Again, checking the brackets gives that this is also a Lie algebra isomorphism. 



CHAPTER 4 

Magic Squares of 3x3 Matrices 

In this Chapter we extend the results of the last chapter to the 3x3 iilýltrix 

case. We then develop these ideas by showing what the maximal compact 

subalgebras are for each of the exceptional Lie algebras that appear in the 

magic square. 

We begin by showing that 

(83) 

and then show 

(84) 

L3(K, H) ý-- Con H3(K) 

sa (3, K) L3(K) R) 

so(3, K) L3(K) 

sp (6, K) L3(K) 

We then show that our notation is consistant with the notation used by Hel- 

gason in [16] Finally, we prove that the maximal compact subalgebras are 

those stated in Chapter 2. 

1. The 3x3 Conformal Algebra 

In the case of 3x3 matrices it is known from (34) and Theorem 5 that 

Str'H3(K) - L' (K) +Der K 3 

and also from (35), 

Con H3(K) -- StrH3(K) + [H3(K)12. 

Thus 

Con H3(K) = Der K-ý A' '(K) + R+ [H3(K)]2 
,, 
(K)+H3 

84 
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This is equivalent to L3(K, fl) as a vector space since 

L3(K, 9) -- Der H3(K)+H3(K) 0k+ Der Ifff 

A'(K) + Der K+ [H3(K)]3 +C(k) 3 

'--'DerK-ýA'(K)+H3 3 '(K)+[H3(K)] 2+ 

Der K+ A3(K)+H3(K) + [H 3 
(K)]2 +R 

"'-'Con H3(K). 

Consider the elements of L3(K, 9) to be 

AC A'(K) 3 

DC Der(K) 

B0 il C0j, E0kE H3(K) 0 EY 

Cil C3, Ck E CO) 

and the elements of Con H3(K) to be 

A'(K) 3 

BE H3(K) 

Der(K) 

E 

(Xý y) C [H 3 
(K)] 

then define an isomorphism 0: L3(Kj k) 
--ý Con H3(K) by : 

O(A) =Ac A'(K) 3 

o(B (D i) =BC H3(K 

and 

-= 1(c. C) O(C 0 1) 2 

0 (Ck--) = (I 
-- 

1) 

O(D) =DC DerK 

O(E 0 k) = l(E, -E) 2 

= (I, I) 

85 
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in [11ý3(K)]'. The final part of the map is 

O(Cj =2CR. 

Again Con H3(K) and Str'H3(K) can be expressed in terms of 2x2 block 

matrices over H3(K) given by 

A 
Str'H3(K) = Der H3(K) + 

(0 

A 
Con H3(K) = Der H3(K) + 

(C 

Further the isomorphism can also be del 

0 

I(K) 
-A 

AE H3 

B 

-A 
A, B, CCH3(K) 

(ined in terms of these matrices, 

O(A) =A 

O(B 
B0 

0 -B 

O(c 
o ic 

2 

00 

O(ck) = 
0 

10 

(CO = 
21 0 ( 

0 -21 

O(D) =D 

O(E k) =00 lE 0 

(2 

(C3) =0 

(00 

Again, this can be shown to be a Lie algebra isomorphism by comparisons 

of the multiplication tables on the following pages for L3(K, 9) and Con H3(K). 
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C) CN CD CN 

CD CN 
C11 C-4 

C-4 

-se 

4a 
Z4 

C14 C14 

-se 

ý U 
- * 

C14 cq 

4e 

C) 

44 

FIGURE 1. Multiplication Tables for L3(K, H) and Con(H3(K)- 
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cq cq 
cq CD C) C: ) 

C) 0 CD Cý C14 

C: ) C: ) CN 

cq C: ) 

. Ic, l Zý -IN -ICq I -1ý0 - - -Im C14 CD I 

C, 

C) C: ) C: ) 

Icq -I- cz) 0 o 

, Zý :: z z -IC'4 1 - 
- C14 
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Invoking the same method as used in the similar proof for 2x2 matrices 

note that 01 : L3(K, C) --ý StrH3(K) can be defined 

01 (A) = 01 (D) = 

01 (B 0 -1) = 

and also, trivially, 02 : L3(K, R) --ý Der H3(K) by : 

02(A) = A, 02(D) =D 

Thus the following is proved. 

THEOREM 12. 

L3(K, R) Der H3(K) 

L3(K, C) Str' H3(K) 

L3(K, H) Con H3(K) 

hold for K- R7 C7 H and 0. 

2.3 x3 Matrix Algebras 

Define the following generalisations of 3x3 and 6x6 matrix algebras to 

all division algebras. Define 

sa(3, K) = A'(K) -ý Der K 3 

«3, K) L' (K) + Der K 3 

3p(6, K) - ýA C ex3 :, 4tj + jA = 01 « + Der K. 

As in the 2x2 case the Lie brackets for these algebras can be defined in 

a unified manner by taking D, Ec DerK and A, Bc Al: 3(K), L(K) or 3 

JA G K3 13 
: Af J+ JA = 01 respectively. Then the Lie brackets are defined as 

[D, E] = DE -ED 

[D, A] = D(A) 

[A 
ý 
B] = (AB - B-1)'+ Z Da, 

j bij - 
ii 
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Clearly in the case that K=C this leads to the usual definition of sl(3, C) 

and sa(3, C) = -,; u(3). In the case that K=H this leads also to the definition 

of sq (3) = -sp 
(3, H). The following Theorem can now be proved. 

THEOREM 13. 

L3(K, R) sa(3, K) 

L3(K, C) s 1(3, K) 

L3(K, H) (6, K) 

giving the table 

ý ýR1 Cý EH ý 07 

Der H3(K) ý -2-- L3(K, R) ea (3, R) £i a (3, C) £i a (3, H) sa (3,0) 

Str' H3(K) L3(K, C) z«3, R) z«3, C) z[(3, H) -6l(3,0) 
Con H3(K) L3 (K, zp(6, R) ýip(6, C) £ip(6, H) -5p(6,0) 

PROOF. 1. In this case we have L3(K, R) = A(K) + Der K. Take A 3 

A' (K) and D EE Der K. Clearly this is precisely sa(3, K). 3 

2. Now 

L3 (K, C) = A'(K) -ý Der K-ý H3(K) 3 

Take AC A'(K), DE Der K and HC H3(K) (since the tensor product 3 

H3'(K) 00 can be regarded as being one copy of H3(K)), then the 

isomorphism 0: L3(K, (ý) --* ! 51(3, H) can be written 

O(A+D+Hoi) =A+ D+H. 

Here 

L3(K, fl) = A' (K) + Der K-ý H3(K) (9 + Der 3 

Taking .4c . 4'(K), Dc Der K, H, (9 z. H2(&j and H304- (E H3(K) (9 H 3 

1 3(K, H) and 1-1 C' + 7. ')Cj + r3Ck C Der H then the isomorphisin L 
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-sp(6, K) can be written explicitly as 

X(A +D+H, 01 + H2 0 J+ H3 + TlCj + r2Cj + r3Ck) 

A+H, + lrll (H2 + 7'2 1 
-H3 

I? 
3-r) 33+D. 

(H2 + r2l +H3 + lr31) A-H, - rjI 33 

0 

3. A small matter of notation 

In this section we consider the difference between our notation and the 

more classical style of notation used, for example, in Helgason's book [16]. 

There, rather than use quaternions, Helgason defines two algebras ýio*(2n) 

and su* (2n) as follows 

(85) so* (2n) = 
Z, 

( 

-Z2 

(86) su* (2n) - 
Z, 

(-22 

Z2 

: Zlý Z2 G Cnxn 
, 

Zj skew, Z2 hermitian. 
Z, 

) 

Z2 
Zi, Z2 E Cnxn, tr(Zi + Zi) =0 

21 
) 

Note that we will re-define -sl(n, H) and . 6p(2n, H) as follows; 

-5i(n, H) =fA, Urxn : Re(tr A) = 01 

ep (2n, H) =fB EI HVn x 2n 
: BtJ + JB =0 and Re(tr B) = 01. 

This is using the fact that Der H ý--- so (3) ET. It is important to realise that 

this definition does not apply to any of the other division algebras. 

The proof of the following lemmas will follow. 

LEMMA 10. 

LEMMA 11. 

! 5u* (2n) ý--- 5 I(n, H) - 

so* (4n) sp (2n, H) 

-so* 
(2n) fip (n, H) if and only if n is even). 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 10. Note that the condition on the block matrix Z, E 

su* (2n) is the same as the condition on the trace of a matrix in -s [(n, H). Thus 

clearly Z, is anxn matrix with entries in C and Re(tr ZI) = 0. Further 

the dimension of both algebras is 4n 2-i, indicating that an isomorphism is 

actually possible. Now for two matrices insu*(2n), say X and )" calculate the 

Lie brackets. These give 

XI X2 YI Y2 
[Xj Y] 

7- 
-X2 

XI 7 Y'2 fl 

Xlyl 
- 

YlXl 
- 

X2Y2 + y2X2 

Y2XI 
- 

X2yl + YIX2 - 
XlY2 

XlY2 
- 

YlX2 + X2yl 
- 

Y2X1 

XJ? 
l -+ 

)ý2X2 
- 

X2Y2 

Now take a matrix AE M(n, H) and write this as .4::::::::: Al + A2J where 

A, G sl(n, Q and A2 Recall that Aj = JA Then calculating the 

Lie brackets for A, BG -sl(n, H) gives 

(87) 

[A, B] = AlB, - BiAl - 
A2B32+ B2A2+ j'(AlB2- BlA2+ A2131 - B2Aj). 

Thus we define an isomorphism ýo : su* (2n) --+ sI (n, H) by 

Zl Z2 

(88) Zl + Z2J 

- 
Z2 ZI 

) 

proving that -su* 
(2n) s[(n, H). El 

PROOF OF LEMMA 11. First notice that the definition of -so*(4n) can be 

re-written as 

(89) so*(4n) = fB . 
Onx4n 

: BtK + KB = 01 

where K is the 4n X 4n matrix 
0 12n 

Recall the definition of sp(2n, H): 

(- 

12n 0 

sp(2n, H) = JA . jen x 2n 
: AtJ + JA =0 and Ro(tr 

. 
4) = 01 
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where J0 
In ). Define matrices L, M and N such that K= LA7 = -A-L -In 0 

where 

N01Lm0 M= 
In 0 

( 

-1 0)(0m)(0- In 

Now let Ac sp(2n, H) be written as A=A, + JA2. Then A sAisfies the 

relation 

Ati + JA =0 

Thus 

(A, + A2)ýJ +J(Al + A2) 

==>- (Aýj - jA2)J+ J(Al +A2) - 

and equating the complex co-efficients of I and j (i. e. considering H to be 

H=C+ JC) gives 

AtIJ + JA, 

A'J - JA2 2 

Now consider BE so* (4n) where B is written in the notation used in equa- 

tion (85). Then 

BtK + KB -0 

=* BýLN - NLB -0 

(B'M)J + J(MB2) 2 

B 'M)J + J(MB, ) I 

(B, tM)J 
- J(MB-1) 

0. 
(BtM)J + J(MB2) 2 

Thus 

(B'M) J +J(M. Jý2) 2 

(B, tM)J 
- J(Mf3, ) - 0. 

Taking -41 = IIB2 gives 

AtIJ + J-41 =0 
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and taking A2:: -- Mf3-1 we obtain 

A t2 j-J, 4 20- 

Consequently define an isomorphism V) :. so* (4n) -* sp (2n, H) bly 

B, B2 
(90) (MB2) + J(MBI). 

-B2 B, 

) 

Then V) is a Lie algebra isomorphism from so* (4n) to sp (2n, H). El 

4. Maximal Compact Subalgebras 

A semi-simple Lie algebra is called compact if it has a negative-definite 
Killing form. It is called non-compact if its Killing form is not negative- 
definite. 

A non-compact real form, 9, of a semi-simple complex Lie algebra, L, has 

a mammal compact subalgebra f with an orthogonal complementary subspace p 

such that g -- f+p and the brackets 

[fif] C- f 

[f, PI C-P 
[p, PI 
(f, p) - 

are satisfied (see, for example, [14]). Denote by (, ) the Killing form of L. 

There exists an involutive automorphism o7 :g --ý g such that f and p are 

eigenspaces of or with eigenvalues +1 and -1 respectively. A compact real 
form, g', of L will also contain f as a compact subalgebra of g' but clearly 

in this case the maximal compact subalgebra will be g' itself. We can obtain 

9' from g by keeping the same brackets in [f, fl and [f, p] but multiplying the 

brackets in by - 1, i. e. by performing the Weyl unitary trick (putting 

f+IP)- 

There now follows an overview of the method used to show that the algebras 

given in the table on page 41 are maximal compact, which is csseiitiýdly the 
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same in each case. It is known that L3(KI, K2) gives a compact real form of 
each Lie algebra (from, for example [19]). Thus if L3(KI, K2) shares a common 

subalgebra with L3(KI, K2), say f, where 

L3(KI, K2) 

L3(Ki, K2) +P2 

and the brackets in [j, pl] are the same as those in [f) P2] but the brackets 

in [pi, pi] are -1 times the equivalent brackets in [P2, P21, then f will be the 

maximal compact subalgebra of L3(Kl 
7 
FK2) and P2 will be its orthogonal com- 

plementary subspace. Moreover, because of the nature of the split composition 

algebras, it will be shown that this sign change in the brackets will reflect pre- 

cisely the change in sign in the Cayley-Dickson process when moving from the 
division algebra to the corresponding composition algebra. 

Now, Der 0 and Der (5 have a common subalgebra -so 
(3) +so (3) (see, for ex- 

ample, [14]) which is the subalgebra with basis elements f d37 d87 d6, dg, dio, d7j, 

these being invariant under multiplication by the metric 92- We will denote 

by G2 the form of the exceptional Lie algebra G2 isomorphic to Der(b. 

We now state explicity the result we are about to prove. 

THEOREM 14. The maximal compact subalgebras are of the forms given 

in the table below. 

9 f 
I 

E6,1 F4 Der H3(0) 

E7,1 E6 (Dso(2) Der H3((G) + Hl (0) Ci 3 

E8,1 E7 E) -6 o (3) Der H3((D) + H3' (0) (9 ET +ý IG 
2 

F4,2 sq(3)ED-so(3) DerH3(R)+H3(R) W+JAIC;., 
E6,2 su(3)E)so(6) DerH3(C)+H'(C-) 3W+ ýA 

IG2 

E7,2 so(12)@so(3) DerH3(H)+H3(H) HG, 

where -IIG, 
(= Spanf d3, d8, d6, dg, d1o, d7j), is the maximal compact subalgebra 

of 
G2- 
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PROOF. Consider first each of the j type algebras and then move on to 

the 2 type. Denote by A' the non- compact form of the algebra .4 and bY AC 

the compact form of A. 

For EN 6,1 

f= DerH3(0) 

p= Hl (0) 3 

EC also has f as a subalgebra but in this case Ec/f is H3((D) (9 C'. Thus 66 

there is only one set of brackets to check. If we consider H, (9 -zý, H2 (9 -z 

H3((O)) (2) t! arid H, (9 Z, H2 (9 ZE H3(0) 0C then clearly, using the 

definitions for the brackets found on page 39 

[HI (D Z, H2 (9 Z- [LH� LH21 

[Hi 0 i, H2 (9 d -- -[LH,, 
LH21) 

as required. 

2. In the case of E7ý., the orthogonal complementary subspace is 

Hl (0) 0 ýjl kjý- SpanjC3, Ckj, 3 
3 

where f is the maximal compact subalgebra given in the table above. 

Then f is also a subalgebra in Ec and the remaining subspace is p 7 

H3'(0) (9 Span f j, kI -ý Span f Cj, Ckj. Now 

[C3, Ck] - -2Ci 

[C 
3 Hlok] = -H, 02Z 

[C 
kH, 03'] = H, (92i 

Recall that 

[H, 0 H20 Yl =2 tr(H, H2)Dx, 
y 

[Cj, Ck] 
- 2Ci 

[Cj, H, (3 k] = H, 0 2J 

[Ck, H, (9 J] = -H, (9 21. 

(H * G) (9 lm(. i,! j) - Re(ry)[LH1, L H21 - 
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We have to consider the two cases (1) when x=y and (2) when xI 

Case (1) is considered in E6- Case (2) gives 

[Hi H2 (9 k] - -2 tr(HlH2)Ci - (Hi * H2) 0Z 

[Hi (9 1, H2 0 k] =2 tr(HlH2)Ci + (Hi * H2) (9 1. 

Clearly, p and ý are orthogonal complementary subspaces with their 

brackets with themselves giving opposite signs and thus we can deduce 

that the choice of maximal compact subalgebra is correct. 

3. In EN we have the orthogonal complementary subspace 8 

p= H3«D) 0 Span t T, il, ýl, 2ý ý- f ja 1a=1,214,5111,12,13,141 

to the maximal compact subalgebra f as shown in the previous table. 

Then f is also a subalgebra of EC and the remaining subspace in E"' 88 

will be p= H3'(0) (&SpanfI, z1, j1, klj-ýJd,, Ia=1,2,4,5,11,12,13,141. 

For convenience we will label the orthogonal complementary subspaces 

of G2 PG2 andOG2 for the compact and non-compact cases respectively. 

The calculations for E8 are much the same as those for E7. For brackets 

between H3'(0) 0 Spanfl, z1, J1, Of and itself we again have two cases 

with x=y and xIy. These are resolved in the same way as before. 

To calculate the brackets between H3'(0) (9 Sparill, zi, JI) k1j and PG2 

and between PG, and itself involves a set of long but relatively simple 

calculations involving sij and ý-jj. These produce the signs as expected. 

Now notice that these proofs do not in fact involve the matrices in H3(K) 

since the change between compactness and non-compactness does not involve 

K, but only K2 
- 

Thus since the orthogonal compact subspaces of F4,2, E6,2 

and 
E7,2 are 

H3(R)O Oj+k 

Hfi OG2 

3 
(C) 

H3(H) (9 f ý1, it- ý11+PG2 
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the proofs for these maximal compact subalgebras are contained within that 

of E8 and can be directly derived from the E8 proof by changing 0 for C or 
H as appropriate. 

Thus we have covered all of the subalgebras and our proof is complete. El 



CHAPTER 5 

Invariant tensors 

The branch of mathematics known as classical invariant theory has many ap- 

plications, especially in the area of mathematical physics. Classical invariant 

theory (as may be expected) investigates the invariants of an algebra or group. 

An invariant of an algebra is so-called since it remains invariant (or stays the 

same) when acted on by the adjoint action of any element of the algebra. This 

concept can also be extended in the following way. If g is a Lie algebra and G 

is its associated Lie group, then a function f: g -+ g is Lie algebra invariant 

if 

(91) f (gxg-, ) = gf (X)g -1 

for all XEg and gGG. There are two key sets of identities concerned with 

the invariants of an algebra, namely the CasZmtr elements and the Capelli 

Identities. 

The Capelli identities, as applied to Lie algebras, are a way of finding the 

generators of the centre of the universal envelopZng algebra of the Lie algebra. 

The universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, g, is the associative algebra 

formed by all possible products of the generators of the Lie algebra, denoted 

U(g). The Capelli identites are some of the best known results from classical 

invariant theory and were introduced by a series of papers published between 

188 71 and 1890 [6,7,8]. Casimir operators are also used for a similar purpose, 

namely to find generators for the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of 

9. They were introduced somewhat later, around 1930, [9]. and are of great 

interest in theoretical particle physics. 

Both types of element are well known for the classical Lie algebras and are 

known in part for the exceptional Lie algebms. However no-one has previously 
99 
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attempted to obtain such identites in terms of the tensors given by the matrix 

representation of the exceptional Lie algebras found within the magic square. 

In this chapter we will explain the background to both the Casimir eleinems' 

and the Capelli identities and how they arise in Lie algebras. As an example we 

shall find the Casimir elements for G2 for the representation that has been used 

throughout this thesis. We start by introducing the concept of a s. yniinetric 

tensor (known as a d-tensor) of an algebra, by means of the su(3) example. 

1. d-tensors 

A tensor which has the properties that it is 

1. symmetric 

2. invariant under the adjoint action of the Lie group 

is known as a d-tensor. These tensors tend to arise in calculations involving the 

anti-commutator (mainly since the anticommutator is naturally symmetric). 

Since it is not possible to define a general formula for a d-tensor that holds in 

every algebra we consider a specific example. 

In the case of su(n, C) it is true that for all Xj, Xj that are generators 

of su(n, C) the anticommutator jXj, Xjj is hermitian. Thus 4 Xj, Xjj must 

be antihermitian and therefore since the multiplication will be closed, another 

generator of su(n, C). Consequently 

ifXi, Xjj = 
dijkXk 

Then dijk is a d-tensor because 

1. dijk is symmetric. This is because 

dijk k 

tr[-x k Xi 
i -yi 

is symmetric since tr(AB) = tr(B-4). 
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2. dijk is invariant under the adjoint action of SU(n). This is due to the 

fact that the equation 

(92) [Xilfxi, xjll = f[xi7xillxjl+ fxil[xl. xjll 

holds since C is associative. 

As another example consider -sa(3, K) for associative K. For K=C this 

is merely the -su(3) case considered above. For K-R or H the sYinmet- 

rised product of three matrices will give a symmetric invariant tensor. The 

totally symmetrised product of three matrices will be written X(iXiXk). Then 

X(ixjXk) will give another generator of -su(3, K) and 

X(ixjXk) 
- 

dijklXl 
- 

Again dijkl is a totally symmetric tensor that is invariant under the group 

action of SU (3, K). 

2. Casimir Operators 

Let g be a Lie algebra and let U(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of 

Then a CasimZr element is an element in the centre of U(g), denoted Zýq), 

defined by 

(93) C(X) tii,..., i. Xii ... 
Xi" 

where tj . ..... j,, 
is a symmetric invariant tensor such that 

[Xjl C(X)j = 

and [, ] is the commutator 

xic(x) - C(X)Xi = 0. 

The statement that C(. V) is a Casimir element of g is directly equivalent to 

the equation 

, il 
+»»»+ fiknt, 

1, 
k 

(94) fiji, 1 tki)i2i 
... i', k� 1 
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This is due to the fact that 

ZM 

lxj 7 xil'... 'iJ =E xii Xi""-, [Xý 
I 
xi'. 1xi", 

+1 
xi,, 

ý 
j=il 

102 

In some literature reference is made to the Casimir element. In this case the 
Casimir element is defined to be 

(95) C(X) -y ., 
gijxix3 

ij 

where g'j is the Cartan-Killing tensor for the Lie algebra g. This element 

always exists and is always a Casimir element. We shall not be using this 

wording in this thesis as this element is of little consequence since it always 

exists. Instead we shall concentrate on higher order Casimirs since these are 

unknown. 

The Rank Theorem (see [14]) gives us information about the number of 

Casimir elements we expect to find in the case that g is a semi-simple Lie 

algebra. 

THEOREM 15 (Rank Theorem). Every semi-simple Lie algebra of rank I 

has exactly 1 independent invariants Ci called CastmZr InvarZants. 

Further it has been shown by Mountain [23] that the Casimir operators 

are in a one-one correspondence with the symmetric invariant tensors, or d- 

tensors of the algebra. It is this fact that will be used as we start to attempt 

to calculate Casimir operators for our representations of the exceptional Lie 

algebras. 
The degree of the Casimir elements are Nvell known for both the classical 

and the exceptional Lie algebras and can be found in the following table which 

is reproduced from [1]. 
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Igebra dimension order of invariants 

An 
n(n + 2) 2) 3,.... n+1 

Bn n(2n + 1) 214,,, *, 2o 

C', n(2n + 1) 274, ... 2n 
Dn n(2n - 1) 2,4) - ., 2n - 2, n 
G2 14 2,6 
F4 52 2,6,8,12 
E6 78 2,5,6,8,9,12 
E7 133 2) 6,8,10,12,14,18 
E8 248 2) 81 12,14,18,20,24) 30 

103 

Whilst the Casimir elements are well documented for the classical Lie al- 

gebras (e. g. [1,2,23]), little progress has been made on explicit formulae for 

the exceptional Lie algebras and has hinged mainly around computer based 

calculations (see for example [5,41). 

3. Casimir elements of G2 

As an example of d-tensors and Casimir elements we consider the repres- 

entation of G2 used throughout this thesis and find the Casimir elements for 

it. The method will require the use of the following well known theorem. 

THEOREM 16 (Cayley- Hamilton). Any matrix A satisfies its own charac- 

teristic equation, i. e. 

(96) An_ AJ(A)An-1 + A2(A)An-2 
_... + (_I)n 

'An(A) = 

where A, (x) is defined to be the co-efficient of x' in the expansion of det (A -x ý). 

which can be calculated from 

(97) (A) 
S=O 

Consequently 

(A) tr(. 4r-s). 

tr (. 4') - --\ 1 (A) tr (An- 1)+ 
-ýý2 

(A) tr(An-2) _... + (_ I)n __ý, 
(A) = 
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The co-efficients A, (A) are called matrix invariants of . 
4, since under the ýAction 

of any matrix M (E GL(n) such that A ý--+ AVAIII-1, ý\,, (A) remains invariant 
- 

This equation gives the ability to express the trace of higher order powers 

of matrices in the 7-dimensional representation of G2 in terms of tr(A 2) and 

tr(A 6)1 the expected invariants of G2- 

Now using (97) to calculate the values of A, (A) for any matrix in our 

representation of G2 gives 

Ao =1 (tr A 2)2 
16 

, A, = 

1ý1 2= -1 trA 2 
2 

A3 = 

, ýý 5 ::::::::: 

6= '(-trA 6+ 
-I- (tr .4 

2)3) 
6 16 

(Since this representation of G2 is antisymmetric all traces of odd powers of 

any element of G2will vanish. ) This uses the identity which holds on G2 

(98) trA 4= '(tr A 2)2 
4 

which can be found in [27]. 

Thus the Cayley Hamilton equation that any element of G2will satisfy is 

(99) A7_ '(tr A2 )A 5+ 
_L (tr A 2)2A3 

_ '(tr A6_' (tr A 2)3 )A 2 16 6 16 

A further theorem is also required. 

5 X2)X3 THEOREM 17. If Xc G2, then -V' - 1-2 
(tr c G2 also. 12 

PROOF. Use the fact that any element of zo(7) can be written as X 

01 
diag(ac, be, cc, 0) where c=() (so that 62 If XE G2 then from 

the ýiu(3) isomorphism given on page 33, a+b+c0. Thus 

523-5 5( 22+ 
C2 

3)C. 5_5 ((12 2+ 
C2 

3) 

- (tr X diag ((a -a +b )a (b +b )b 
12 66 

(C 5_ '5(a 2+b2+ 
C2)Cl)(. 6 
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If this is an element of G2 then the co-efficients of c sum to zero, i. e. it should 
be true that 

(100) (a 5+b5+ 
C5) _5 (a 2+b2+ C2) (a 3+b3+ 

C3 ) -0. 6 

Using the fact that a+b+c -- 0, write c= (- 1) (a + b). Then if LHS is the 

notation used to denote the left hand side of equation (100), 

LHS =a5+b5_ (a+ b)5 
_5 (a 2+b2+ (a + b)2) (a 3+b3_ (a + b)3) 

6 

44233 2) + -5 
222 (5ab + 5a b+ 10a b+ 10a b 

6(2a + 2b + 2ab) (3ab + 3ba 

-5ab(b 
3+a3+ 2ab 2+ 2a 2 b) + 5ab(b 3+a3+ 2ab 2+ 2a 2 b) 

-0. 

Thus X' - j5-2(tr X') X' e G2- 
12 El 

Now, define a d-tensor for G2 by the following. If A= ajXj where the Xi 

are a basis for G2 (previously written di) then 

(101) A5 
_ 

5 (tr A 2) A3 
=di, 12 .. ai, . 

i6 
... a i5 

Xi6 

Then dj,... j, is a totally symmetric tensor. It is also shown to be invariant 

in the following way. Define f to be the function f: G2 -ý G2 by f (X) 

X5_ 5 (tr X2)X37 then using the definition of invariance given in equation (91), 
12 

-') = (gxg-, ), - 
A, (tr(gxg-, ), ) (gxg-, ), (gxg 
12 

gx5g-I 5 
- T, (trgX'g-')gx'g-' 

where g is an element of the group G2- Since trAB = trB. 4, it follows that 

trgX2g-1 = tr X2 and thus 

(gxg-1) = gx5g-I _5 (tr X2 )gx, g- 1 
12 

g (_-V 5_5 (tr 
_-V2)X3)g-I 12 

1 
gf (-X,, )g- 
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Hence f is an invariant function on G2 and thus the tensor d defined bY 

di, --. i6 ai,... i, Xi, 

is invariant. 

Define the rth-rank tensor dj(', ý.. 
j, by 

(102) d (r+l) 
= 

P-3) 
dj ii 

... 
ir+l il 

... 
ir 

_ 4i ir-3 
... 

ir+l 

and the rth rank symmetrical tensor d(') by the equation (ij ... i, ) 

(103) d (r+l) 
-d (r -3) d(j (il 

... 
i, +i) - (il 

... 
ir 

_ 4j) 
ir-3 

... 
ir+l 

106 

where () indicates the symmetrisation of d in all indices contained within the 

brackets. The Cayley-Hamilton equation defined in (99) is then used to show 

that di,....., combined with 6., j, gives all higher order tensors expressed in terms 

of these rank 6 and rank 2 tensors. To summarise 

(2) 6(ili2) 

= d(i 
1 

i2) - 
tr (X(il Xi2) 

tr 
2zI (ili2i3i4) 41 

(X(ilX*2X'3X*4)) 

d(j, Z2i3i4i5i6) = tr (X(il Xi6)) 

and all odd tensors of any order are zero. Consequently the Casimir elements 

of order 2 and order 6 are primitive and all other Casimirs will be non-primitive 

(and consequently will comprise of sums of products of order 2 and 6 Casimirs). 

For example, from (99) 

A8=1 (tr A 2) 

.46-I 
(tr A2)2 A4+I (tr A6_' (tr A 2)3) 

-4 
2. 

2 16 6 16 

Thus applying all simplification possible, 

tr 
. 
48 =2 (tr 

.4 
2) (tr 

.4 
6) 

_5 (tr A2)4 
3 192 

Writing this in terms of the tensors defined above 

(104) d 
(8) 

192(5( li26i3i46i5i66i7i8)* (ili2i3i4i5i6ý7,18) 3 
6(ili2diV4i5i6i7i8) 
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Furthermore any higher rank tensor can be expressed in terms of (? 
I - --i6 and 

6ij using this formula. Since completing this work it has been independently 

confirmed by the work of MacFarlane and Pfeiffer in their recent paper [22]. 

Using the recursive definition of a higher rank matrix it can be shown that 

d(lo) -d-- -d -- ilo). (ZI 
... 

i1o) - (7,1 
... 251 IZ6-- 

Calculating tr A'o gives 

tr Alo = 
15 (tr A 2)2 trA 6_I (tr A 2)5 
48 64 

which means that we can write the formula for the contraction of one index of 

the sixth rank d-tensor as 

15 (105) d(i,... i, j dj i6 
... 

ilO) 
di5 

... 
i,,, ) - 

111 6(ili2 
... 

6i9ilo) 
ý86(ili2ki4 2304 

4. The Capelli Identities 

Consider the Lie algebra gl(m) to have generators Ejj. Then the associated 

group GL(m) will have a natural action on the tensor product Cm x CR. We 

consider the tensor product Cn x On to be n copies of Cm, which we can 

consider as an mxn matrix, X= xi,,. Then an element A, of GL(m) acts 

on X by normal matrix multiplication, i. e. X -ý AX. Then there will be 

1= min(n, m) Capelli identities, one for each element k=1. We do not 

intend to derive this identity again, merely to state it and its interest to us. 

The kth Capelli element, ý2k (which forms the left hand side of the Capelli 

Identity) can be written as 

sgn (or) - Ei,, (, ) 
(Ei2o-(2) + 6i2o-(2)) 

k! 
UESk il, 

---, 
ik 

(E i3o, (3) +2 6i3o-(3) ) 
... 

(Ei, 
o- (k)+ (k - 1)6i ko, (k) 

)i 

where sgn(or) is the sign of the element a from the s. villilictric group Sk. 

Nve mv considering all permutations of 1, ---, k, and 6ij is the Kronecker delta. 
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We can also writeQk as 

(106) 1 
sgn(or) + (s 

k! 
O'GSk il; 

... s 
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Then ý2k is an element of the universal enveloping algebra of gl(N), U(gf(ii? )). 

moreover, it is one of the generators of the centre of U(gl(m)). which is 
Z(gi(Tn)). 

The remarkable thing is yet to come. If we take a representation of 
U(BI(m)), p: U(O((Tn)) --ý PD(xi,, ), where PD(xi,, ) is the ring of polynomial 
differential operators with coefficients xi,, with 

(107) 
n 

p(Eij) =E xi,, i9j,, 
a=l 

then we can apply p to 9k. This then gives a formula (a Capelli identity) for 

an invariant in PD(x,,, ). To be precise, it gives a series of canonical formulas 

giving some of the invariants in PD(xi,, ), although there may be more that 

the Capelli identities do not give. The right hand side of the Capelli identity 

is then 
1 

sgn(o, )xa, i, --- 
Xakik g) ali. (1) «*' 

ueSk ai,..., ak il, 
... jik 

where a,,..., ak and i, run respectively through 1, n and M. 

This can also be written as 

(108) ý2k =EE 

al< ... <ak il<"*<ik 

det[-'17apiq] det[Oa Piql 

where p, q=1, ..., 
k. Notice that in all these equations ý2k= 0 for all k>1. 



CHAPTER 6 

Methods for Further Research 

In this chapter we present a series of ideas and techniques which n1aY be useful 
in evaluating the Casimir elements for the remainder of the exceptional Lie 

algebras, using their 3x3 and 6x6 matrix formulations. We begin by looking 

at a method for finding d-tensors that is a direct extension of the method 

used for 
-su(3). We then consider the method of finding invariant polynomials 

as given by Macfarlane and Pfeiffer [22] and show how this maY possibly be 

extended to the exceptional Lie algebras, at least in the case of F4. 

We go on to look at the possibility of formulating a Cayley-Hamilton the- 

orem for matrices with octonionic entries, which leads to a consideration of 

the eigenvalue problem for such matrices. The chapter is finished by giving ý1 

suggestion of the best way forward to attack this problem. 

1. Completeness relations 

In Chapter 5 the concept of a d-tensor was introduced as an invariant, 

symmetric tensor which arose as a result of the anti-commutator in identites 

which can be referred to as completeness relahons. The examples of d-tensors 

for ýia(3, R), sa(3, C) and sa(3, H) were all given. 

The problem now is the extension of this to octonions. The octonions are 

not associative and consequently the identity given in (92) will no longer hold. 

If this could be adapted in some way to include the octonions (possibl.,, - bY 

the use of an "error term" consisting of derivations) then this method could 

be used to identiýy d-tensors in F4. Furthermore the method used for Sa(3, K) 

must then be extended to incorporate sp(3, K) aiid -91(3, 
K) NN-1iicli will then 

yield symmetric invariant tensors for E6 and E7, ýIS 1"'11 ý1", F1 

109 
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We begin by considering F4 sa(3,0). In this case the smallest primitive 
Casimir element (other than the trivial Casimir element of order 2) is of order 
6. From this it can be deduced that the d-tensor should arise from the anti- 

commutation (or totally symmetrised multiplication) of five elements of F4. 

Moreover, since multiplication in 0 is not associative this will also have to 
be accounted for, thus the notation X[j, 

... Xi,, ] will be used to indicate the 

totally symmetrised product (with respect to multiplication and associativit. y) 

of the matrices Xi ...... Xi,, - In the case of three matrices this is 

X[ilXi2Xi3l 
= 

fXil7fXi2)Xi3ll + IfXil 
I 

Xi2bXi31' 

An attempt was made to use this method to start trying to find d-type 

tensors for F4. By considering the order 4 tensor to try to find an identity 

involving di, i2i3i4 we hoped to see the way to extend this to the order 6 tensor. 

However, when the fourth order tensor was considered the "error term" was not 

recognisable in terms of derivations. Consequently the equation was quickly 

going to become difficult to manipulate for any larger number of matrices. 

An extension to the method of Macfarlane and Pfeiffer 

In a recent paper, Macfarlane and Pfeiffer presented a method for finding 

the invariants of Lie algebras using matrix representations [221. It appears that 

this method could be used in the case of octonionic representations. Since any 

AE su(3) can be diagonalised, a change of basis will give 

(109) A -a, 
ý3 + ý2 (A3+ Vý3- A8)= diag(ce + ý, -a, -0), 2 

(with A3 and A8 defined as in Chapter 1). Macfarlane and Pfeiffer show that 

this leads to the equations 

trA 2= 2(a 2+ ý2 + ao) 

tr -4 
3= 3(a 20 + (1ý2) 

tr. 4' = 3(o 4+ 2(): 3,3 + 3a 232+ 2o ýP+ 3-'). 
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These equations show that tr A2 and tr A' can be taken as the generators of 
the algebra of invariant polynomials and that 

trA 4= '(tr A 2)2. 
2 

Similar calculations show that tr Ak can be expressed in terms of tr -A' and 
tr A' for all k. These can be confirmed for su(3) by use of the C alyley- Hamilton 

Theorem. 

The extension of this to the octonionic case at first seems obvious. Similar 

equations to those given above are expected, however because of the non- 

associativity of 0 these will have an additional part which consists of deriva- 

tions. 

For example, in F4 let A3 
= diag(l, - 1,0) and A8 

= diag ý3=(i, il -2). v3 

Then any matrix A in the A' (0) part of -su(3, (D) can be written as -4 3 

ceA3 + VA3 + V/3A8) = diag(a + 0, -a, -ý), where now a and 0 are octonionic 2 

and therefore non-associative and non-commutative. Then 

trA 2= 2a2 + 202 + ao + oa 

tr A3- OZ02 +a 2ý + a(oa) + Oa 2+ O(Ceo) + 02a. 

Using this method tr A' was also calculated and it was found that it can be 

expressed as 

tr A4_ '(tr A 2)2 
= -ja 

2,021 +1f Ce, 012 
22 

If the right hand side of this equation could be identified in terms of derivations 

then this could give an identity for tr A'. Unfortunately no such identification 

has yet been made. Another calculation yielded an identity for F4 similar to 

the identity given in Thoerem 17 for G2, namely that since 

5 2) 3) 
= a5 + 45 

tr(. 4 (tr, 4 .4 
(ce + 

2 

-1 (2o 2+ 232 +o+ 3o) (a' + 3' - (o + 2 
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(where the fraction 1 is chosen to minimise the right hand side). then 2 

tr(A 5_ '(tr A2 )A 3) 
2 

a 
203 

_ Ce04 _ 
0OZ03 

_ 
02a3 

_^ 

_If aoa/32 + CeýOZ20 + OZoaoCe + Ceo2Ce2 + a02Ceo + ao3oZj 2 

_ 
If ýCeý2 + oa3o + OCe2oCe + OaoCe2 + )aoao + 2 

Again an identification of the right hand side of this equation in ternis of 
derivations cannot be made. 

This lack of such an identification may however be due to the fact that 
the elements A under consideration are only elements of the matrix part of 
the algebra and do not include the derivations. More explicitly, it is shown in 

Appendix A that any element of sa(3, K) can be written in the form (AB - 
BA)' +1D (A, B) where A and B are matrices in H3(0). Consequently the 3 

way forward with this technique may be to consider these things as a whole 

rather than in two totally separate parts. 

3. The Cayley-Hamilton Method 

The difficulty in using both of the above methods to compute the Casimir 

elements of the exceptional Lie algebras could be simplified if there were a 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem for matrices that have octonionic entries, i. e. a 
Cayley Hamilton equation for non-associative and non-commutative matrices. 

If such an equation could be worked out then the method used to find the 

invariant elements of G2 in the previous chapter could be applied again to find 

the invariant elements of the remaining exceptional Lie algebras. However. 

such a theorem would be complicated and at present does not exist. 

The reason for this complication is due to the non-commutivitv of the oc- 

tonions, which means that the equation defining an eigenvalue of an octonionic 

matrix could be 

(111) Av = Av 
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but could also be 

(112) Av = vA 

and since the octonions are non-commutative these are two totally separate 

problems. 

The eigenvalue problem normally considered to be most important is t1w 

right eigenvalue problem. This is because, whereas left multiples of eigen- 

vectors by octonions are not eigenvectors, right multiples of eigenvectors by 

octonions are still eigenvectors [10]. Dray and Manogue [10] have published a 

series of results (computed using the computer algebra package Mathematica) 

for hermitian matrices and it is these results we present here. These ha\v 

been confirmed, in part, by hand calculations performed by Okubo, which can 

be found in [28]. As far as we are aware there are no published results for 

antiliermitian matrices. We give a brief survey of the known results for 3x3 

hermitian matrices, taken from [10]. 

3.1. The Right Hermitian Octonionic Eigenvalue Problem. Firstly, 

note that 3x3 octonionic hermitian matrices will satisfy the Cayley Hamilton 

equation for 3x3 matrices, in the sense that if AE H3(0) , then 

A3_ (tr A) A2+ or(A)A - (det A)l = 

where A' =A- (A - A) + (A - A) - A, A' =A-A and a(A) = ! ((tr A)'- tr(A 2)). 
2 

It may be suprising that A has a uniquely defined determinant. This is defined 

in terms of the Freudenthal product, which is 

(114) A* B =A -B- '(A trB+Btr A)+ 1(tr A trB-trBtr-4). 22 

Then a determinant can be defined for any matrix .4c H3(0) by 

(115) det A tr ((A * A) - -4). 3 

aab ExplicitIv if Aa0c then 
bc7 

det -4 = ceo-ý +b (a c) +b (o c) - -ý Ia 12 
- Olb 12 

_0 
IC12 
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Whilst the matrix A satisfies its characteristic equation. its eigenvalues do 

not. They do, however, satisfy a modified version, namely 

A' - (tr A)A' + a(A)A - det A=r, 

where if A has the matrix elements as given above, r is one of the two solutions 

of the equation 

r2- 4(b (a, b, c) r-I [a, b, C] 12 = 

where 4b (a, b, c) -1 Re ([a, -b] c). Thus there will be two sets of three real 2 

eigenvalues of A. Each of the eigenvalues will admit four independent (over 
113) N 

JR) eigenvectors. For a proof of this see [10]. 

These eigenvectors will be orthogonal in a loose sense, as defined in the 

following Lemma. 

LEMMA 12. If v and w are eigenvectors of the 3x3 octonionic hermitian 

matrix A corresponding to different real eigenvalues in the same r family (i. e. 

both are solutions of the modified characteristic equation with the same value 

of r) then v and w are mutually orthogonal in the sense that 

(vvt)W = 0. 

Furthermore a hermitian 3x3 octonionic matrix can be expressed in the 

form 
3 

t Amvmvm 

where 
JV1 

i V2) V31 are mutually orthogonal (in the sense given in the prev'Ou"S 

lemma) eigenvectors of -4 corresponding to the real eigenvalues A,, which have, 

the same r value. 
Thus Nve have a Cayley-Hamilton equation for 3x3 hermitian matri(, (,,, -)*. 

and also ýi method of diagonalisation. 
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Discussion 
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As demonstrated throughout this chapter none of these methods have , () 
far bought any useful results. The non-associativity of 0 leads to large error 

terms, which whilst they would be manageable if they could be expressed in 

terms of derivations, so far have not yielded to such an expression. Whilst 

consideration of the matrices in F4 in terms of functions [LA., LBI May lead to 

a result for F4 it is not at all clear that this would then extend further to any 

of the other exceptional Lie algebras. As one of the motivations behind this 

thesis was to provide a unified method for finding Casimirs of exceptional Lie 

algebras this would not seem promising. 

Another problem with extending the Macfarlane-Pfeiffer method to the 

exceptional algebras may be the lack of uniquness in diagonalisation. If this 

could be solved with a method similar to that of Dray and Manogue by using 

eigenvalues of anti-hermitian matrices, these methods combined may give a 

way forward. However, this method would rely heavily on a method being 

developed for finding eigenvalues of octonionic 3x3 matrices, which has not 

proved simple. Should this method be developed much progress could be made 

with the solution of this problem. 



APPENDIX A 

Matrix Identities 

This appendix proves various lemmas which are utilised throughout the thesis. 
They will use the function E(X, Y) C -so 

(K) defined for any 3x3 matrices 
X, Y by 

(118) E (X, Y)z =Z [xij, yji, z]. 
ij 

LEMMA 13. Let K be a composition algebra, let H, K and L be hermitian 

3x3 matrices with entries from K, and let X, Y be traceless antihermitian 

matrices over K. In these matrix identities the square brackets denote com- 

mutators and the chain brackets denote anticommutators. 

(119) [X, JH, Kl] =t [X, H], KI +fH, [X, K] 

(120) [X, [Y, H]] - [Y, [X, Hfl = [[X, Y], H] + E(X, Y)H 

f H, JK, LIJ -fK, f H, LIJ = [[H, K], L] + E(H, K)L. 

PROOF. The proof is given only for equation (119) since the method is 

identical in each case. 
The difference between the two sides of equation (119) can be written in 

terms of matrix associators, where the (z, j)th element is 

(122) 1: ([-xim) hmn, knjl+ [xim, kmn, hnj 

mn 

[kim, hmni Xnjl - [him, Xmn, knjl blij). 

Suppose i -ý4 j and let k be the third index. Since the diagonal element,, of 

and K are real, any associator containing them vanishes. Hence the teritis 
116 
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containing xij or xji are 

E([xij, hjn, knjl+ [xij, kjn, hnjl) + )7 

, 
([hi,,, k, i, xij] + [ki,, h,,, i., z-ij]) 

nm 
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- [hij, xji, kij] + [kij7xji. hij] =0 

by the alternative law, the hermiticity of H and K, and the fact that an 

associator changes sign when one of its elements is conjugated. The terms 

containing Xik orXki are 

[Xik, hki, kij]+ [Xik, kkz, hij] - 
[hiki Xki, kij] - 

[kik 
7 Xki, hij] -0 

using also Xki -::: -- -Iýik- Similarly, the terms containing Xjk or Xkj vanish. 

Finally, the terms containing xii, xjj and Xkk are 

[xii 
, 

hik, kkjl+ [xii, kik, hkjl +[hik, kkjý Xjjl +[kik7 hkj7 Xjjl 

- [hik i -Ikk, 
kkj] 

- 
[kiki Xkklhki 10 

sinceXii + Xjj + Xkk - 

Now consider the (i, Oth element. The last two terms of equation (122) 

bec9me 

-E ([him jXmn, 
knil +[kin, Xnm, hmi]) 

mn 

Let j be one of the other two indices. The terms containing xij or xji are 

[x, *j , 
hjk, kkil+ [xij, kjk, hk il+ 

[hi kl kkj, Xj'%'1+ [kik, hkj 
i Xj i1 ----1 

01 

where k is the third index. There are no terms containing -Tjk or Xkj. The 

terms containing x,.,., xj, or Xkk are 

E ([xii, hin, knil+ [xii, kin, hnil) 

n 

E Qh 
lit, k,,, j,, 'ijj] 

m 

Thus in all ('ýises the expression (122) wmislies. proving (a). El 
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LEMMA 14. Let A, B be matrices in A2(K) and X, Yý Z be inatrices in 12 

H'(K). 2 

(123) [A, f X, Yl] =f [A, X], Yl + {X, [A, Y] 

(124) [B, X]] - [B, [A3 X]] = [[A, B], X] + E(A, B)X 

(125) tX, tyi ZII - ty, f X, ZII = [[X, Y], Z] + E(X, Y)Z 

PROOF. The 2x2 case can be deduced from the 3x3 proof of equa- 
tion (119) using the matrices 

0x0Y0 

-trA 

)(01)1 (0 

1) 

LEMMA 15. Let A, Bc H3(K). Then 

(126) [[LA, LB]i Cl = [(AB - BA)', C] + 'D(A, B)C 3 

El 

(Essentially this is proving that any element of Der H3(K), [LA, LB] [29] can 
be written as a sum of elements in A' (K) + Der K. ) 3 

PROOF. By equation ( 60)) 

[[L, 4, LBli CI:: -- [A, [B, C]] - [B, [A, C]] 

= [[A, B] 7 
C] + E(A, B)C. 

Take out the trace from the Lie bracket of A and B and let t tr(AB - BA). 3 

Then 

[[LA, LBli Cl [(AB - BA)'7 C] + [t, C] + E(A, B)C 

= [(AB - BA)', C] + -' D(A, B)C 

by equation (63). 

LEMMA 16. Let 
. 
4, BE H2(K). Then 

0 

(127) [[L, 
4, LBI, Cl 

-- [(AB - BA), C] + S(A. B)C 
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PROOF. Use exactly the same method as for the 3x3 case. 0 

LEMMA 17. Matrices with associative entries are associati\, e. 

PROOF. Let A= (aij), B= (bij), C= (cij) be nxn matrices with entries 

in an associative algebra. Then the (z, J)th entry in (AB)C is (aikbkl)('Ij- Shice 

all the entries of A, B and C are associative this is precisely aik(bklClj) which 

is the (i, j')th entry of A(BC). 0 
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